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Abstract
 
assessment. With the move toward a more integrated curriculum, portfolios
 
provide a means cf assessing studentlearnirig that is more aligned with the
 
curriculum. This research projectfocused on the use of portfolios to assess
 
student understanding of science concepts. It is believed that the use of
 
pprtfclips will provide a more comprehensive picture of student learning.
 
The Students in this study werefour students who were designated
 
Limited English Proficient(LEP). TheyJ<ept a portfolio of their work in
 
science Over a six week period. The portfolios show how students build their
 
understanding through various experiences and activities.
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Chapter One
 
Introduction
 
Assessment is an essential part of education. Teachers must assess
 
student learning and document student progress. Over the years,teachers
 
have relied heavily on standardized multiple choice tests. These types of
 
tests are considered convenient and efficient. These tests provide the
 
teacher with a numerical score which parents, teachers,and administrators
 
can understand. Those in favor of standardized testing see it as an
 
"objective" method of enforcing accountability,as a way of measuring
 
student achievement, staff competence,and educational quality. However,
 
despite their widespread use, standardized tests often produce results that
 
are inaccurate, inconsistent, and biased against minorities,females and
 
studentsfrom low-income families (Neill and Medina, 1989).
 
Mercer (1971)studied the relationship between membership in
 
ethnic minority groups and placementin classesfor the mentally retarded in
 
public schools in Riverside, Galifornia. Her findings showed that a
 
disproportionate number of Mexican American and Negro children scored
 
below 30 on I.Q. tests which made them eligible for placement in a special
 
education classroom. Also, there were disproportionately more Mexican
 
American children placed in classes for the mentally retarded than would be
 
expdcted from theif proportion in the school district population. Mercer
 
hypothesized that children from low socioeconomic or ethnic minority groups
 
are more vulnerable to being labeled mentally retarded, because cliniCal
 
measures are interpreted from a culture-bound perspective. This raises
 
serious questions about using standardized tests with ethnic minority
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students, especially those who are not proficient r Language
 
minority students may not have the English language proficiency necessary
 
to uhderstand standardized achievementtests. They may not use proper
 
problem-solving strategies or know how to balance speed and power. They
 
rnay also suffer frorri test anxiety especially if they dohot understand the test.
 
Western culture emphasizes achievement and problem-solving Some
 
minority children may not view the testing situation as an opportunity to
 
achieve. North American Indian children,for example, may not work quickly
 
because they do not desire to compete with others(Battler, 1982).
 
Battler further suggests that ethnic minority children may have an
 
adequate storage and retrieval system to answer questions correctly:
 
however,they mayfail on tests. They may not have been exposed to the
 
material, or are not motivated to answer correctly. Children wary of adults,
 
may answerIncprrectly in order to putan end to the testing situation.
 
Minority students are less motivated to be correctfor the sake of correctness
 
alone and they are willing to settle for lower levels of achievement
 
(Battler,1982). Battler(1974)found that Negro children mayshow fear and
 
suspicioh, verbal construction, strained and unnatural reactions, and a
 
facade of stupidity to avoid appearing "Uppity". Ramirez and Gonzalez
 
(1971)further argue,that ihtelligence tests fail to adequately measure the
 
intelligence of Mexican American children because the language and
 
content of the tests are inappropriate, the group is not represented in the
 
norms,and the testing situation is atypical(cited in Battler, 1974).
 
Accused of not considering the cultural and linguistic difference of
 
minority children, test publishers responded by translating existing
 
intelligence tests for non-English speaking children; adjusting norms for
 
ethnic sub-groups;and attempting to construct culture-free tests. These
 
solutions, however,cause more problems than they solve. Regional
 
differences within a language make it almost impossible to use a single
 
translation. Also, many non-English speaking children have never learned
 
to read in the language they speak. Another problem with test translations is
 
that the direct translation of a word or phrase in one language may result in
 
a word which is not used with the samefrequency or have the same intensity
 
in the second language. Also, translating a word may drastically alter its
 
meaning(De Avila. 1976).
 
De Avila(1976)warns against the dangers of establishing regional
 
and ethnic norms. This practice leads to lower expectations for minority
 
children which in turn lowers their aspirations to succeed. Also, ethnic
 
norms provide a basis for invidious comparisons between different racial
 
groups.
 
The influence of culture on standardized tests is subtle in some
 
instances, obvious in others. CultureTree tests are difficult, if not impossible,
 
to construct. Attempts have been madeto create culture-fair tests which
 
emphasize pictorial, spatial, or figural content, because it is believed that
 
problemsinvolving this content may be answered from experiences that are
 
more nearly equal in different ethnic and racial groups (Sattler. 1982).
 
However, culture-fair tests have not been successful. Sattler(1982)states
 
that ethnic minority children do not perform any better on supposedly
 
culturerfair tests than on the more conventional tests of intelligence. Further,
 
ethnic minorities may have even less chance of entering educational
 
institutions or of being considered for a job or training programs when
 
culture- fair tests rather than more traditional tests of cognitive abilities are
 
used as the selection instruments. It is important to consider the use of any
 
form of standardized tests in our schools.
 
The case of Larry P.v. Riles(1980)led Galifornia to ban the use of
 
intelligence tests for the placement of children in specialeducation classes
 
(cited in Linn, 1986). This case brought attention to the disproportionate
 
ciassification of minorities into separate special education classes and the
 
role of intelligence tests in the placement process(Linn, 1986). Since the
 
j960's hundreds of lawsuits concerning testing in education have been
 
brought in both state and federal courts. Yet, according to Pipho(cited in
 
Haney and Madaus, 1989),"Nearly, every large education reform effort of
 
the lastfew years has either mandated a new form Of testing or expanded
 
uses of existing testing". In spite of the complaints against standardized
 
tests,they seem to be increasingly institutionalized. Since their first use in
 
the early part of this century, when school populations were growing rapidly
 
and large school systems were being organized in increasingly bureaucratic
 
fashion, standardized tests have become a fixture in modern education
 
(Haney and Madaus,1989). The time hascomefor us to ask ourselves, do
 
these tests really tell us what students have learned? Do the scores really
 
representstudent knowledge? Is therea better wayfor students to
 
demonstrate the knowledge they have learned?
 
Some people believe that our current methods of assessment do not
 
adequately reflect studentiearning(Paris , Lawton,Turner,and Roth, 1991).
 
Standardized tests have been criticized because they do not measure how
 
well students think, how effectively they solve problems, whatsubjects they
 
know In depth, or how responsible they are In helping to direct their own
 
learning(Bracey and Pool, 1992). Otherscomplain that"the tests do not
 
cover the full range of Important Instructional objectives" and "Items do not
 
measure a respondent's ability to organize relevant Information and present
 
a coherent argument"(Shepard,1989),
 
Thefundamental nature of most widely used standardized tests has
 
changed relatively little during the last half of the century. Despite techhlcal
 
changes which have occurred over the years,they have not resulted In any
 
major changes In the nature ofthe Items that appear on most widely used
 
ability and achievement tests (Linn, 1986). Standardized tests are primarily
 
measures of factual or declarative Information. Students are required to
 
retrieve Information from long term memory and compare and contrast
 
different pieces of Information. Standardized tests do not measure general
 
cognitive skills. The low level factual Information tested has little to do with
 
thinking ability. Students who know the concepts and principles contained
 
In the test Itemsdo well, those who do not know the Information do not
 
(Marzano and Costa,1988)' Standardized achievement tests attempt to
 
measure the complex cognitive processes of language, reading, writing,
 
mathematics and reasoning through simplistic means. Paris et al.(1991)
 
assert that"students'learning Is more than a collection of discrete skills."
 
The content and setting of the task, along with the motivation of the learner,
 
has a strong effect on learning. Furthermore,scores on achievement tests
 
are not an accurate or complete Indication of a student's accumulated
 
knowledge and academic achievement. Standardized achievement tests
 
measure only a small part of what Istaugh^^ school(Paris et al). Stenmark
 
(1989)reminds us that intthe real world, people are valued for the tasks or
 
projects they do. their ability tp work cooperatively and their problem solving
 
skills. To prepare studentsfor success in the work place, both curriculum
 
and assessment must promote these skills. Bracey(1994)makes it clear
 
that"even the best standardized tests fail because what people know is not
 
nearlyso important as whatthey can do with whatthey know, in other words
 
how they can use their knowledge."
 
Glazer(1993)points out that test scores provide only one type of
 
information about learning. The information is a picture of the student's
 
performance ata particular moment in time, in a particular situation,on a
 
particular measuring instrument. Real assessment is not a one time shot.
 
Assessment begins with a question. Once the question is asked, information
 
to answer the question is gathered. The information is collected over a
 
period of time and in several situations. This is the system of assessment
 
most people use in everyday situation before they make decisions. It only
 
seems logical that teachers would use the same process to make decisions
 
a;bout studentlearning (Glazer,1993). Teachers should not make a
 
judgment aboutstudent learning based on one test, one piece of
 
information. Teachers lieed to collect information about students as they
 
carry out tasks. Realistic assessrnent m the classroom should be based on
 
several kinds of information gathered overtime.
 
Current practices in education are moving toward a more integrated
 
curriculum. Students are becoming more involved in their own learning.
 
Teachers are relying less on textbooks as their only tool for educating
 
students. However, many teacherss on standardized tests to
 
measure student learning.These tests are not the best Indicators of
 
achievement, especially among minority students. Rakow and Bermudez
 
(1993)stated that Hispanic American students consistently fall below Euro-

American students on national achievement tests in science and
 
mathematics. They also warn that while there may be manyfactors that
 
contribute to these results it is important notto disregard the instrument itself
 
as the potential source of the prpblem. Neill and Medina(1989)state that
 
standardized tests tend to reflect the language, culture, or learning style of
 
middle- to upper-class whites. In order to communicate their levels of ability,
 
achievement,or skill, students must understand the language of the test.
 
These tests use"elaborated, stylized English" which makes it difficult for
 
students who speak nonstandard dialects (Neill and Medina, 1989).
 
Statement of the problem
 
Standardized tests assume that alt individuals perceive information
 
and solve problerhs in the same way. Researchers state that tests are as
 
much measures of race or ethnicity and income asthey are of ability and
 
achievement or skill (Neill and Medina, 1989). Standardized assessment
 
measures cannot adequately demonstrate elementary second language
 
learners'understanding of science cpncepts.
 
Research Question
 
This research project will address the problem by examining the use
 
of portfolios in science assessment. Specifically: How do portfolios
 
demonstrate second language learners understanding of complete and
 
incomplete habitats?
 
Definition ofTerms
 
Authentic Assessment; Assessment which provides students with the
 
opportunity to demonstrate conceptual understanding of the big ideas of
 
science;to use sciehtific tools and processes, and to apply their understand
 
of these big ideas to solve new problems(Comfort, 1994).
 
Gornplete Habitat; a complete habitat gives an organism immediate
 
access to all the resources required to meet its basic needs.
 
Ihcomplete Habitat; an incomplete habitat does not provide the
 
organism with all the resources it needsfor survival. Some resources must
 
be obtained outside the habitat.
 
Microhabitat; Habitat constructed by student designed to meetthe
 
basic needs of an organism.
 
Minibeast(bestezuela); Small organism (living thing).
 
Portfolio; a collection of Student work samples that indicate progress,
 
irnprovement, accomplishment, or special challenges.
 
Science Concepts; Complete and incomplete habitats.
 
Second language learners; students who have been determined to
 
be limited in their English proficiency.
 
Standardized test:fest which fpcuses on basic skills. It emphasizes
 
the quick recognition of isolated facts.
 
Understanding: the ability to apply acquired knowledge.
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Theoretical Framework
 
Yager(1991)explains that in the constructivist theory of knowing,the
 
brain is continually seeking to impose order on the incoming stimuli and to
 
generate models that lead to adaptive behavior and useful predictions. It is
 
difficult to simulate the exact pathway for learning. Learning is an active
 
process occurring within the individual. It is influenced by the learner as well
 
as the teacher and school. Yager further explains that learning outcomes are
 
an interactive result of the information the student encountered and how it
 
was processed based on perceived notions and existing personal
 
knowledge.
 
Constructivism is an underlying theory in the Use of portfolios as
 
authentic assessment. Constructivism is a learning process where the
 
student constructs meaning out of his experiences and interactions In a
 
curricular area,such as science. Toa constructivist the best wayto assess
 
students' understanding of science is by giving them a novel problem to
 
solve. This is a problem the students have not encountered before. The
 
constructivist is moreInterested in the students'approach to solving the
 
problem than the solution itself. Competence cannot be assessed on the
 
basis of one performance. Students'work must be assessed repeatedly.
 
One way of doing this is through portfolios(Barrow. 1993).
 
Chapter Two
 
Review of Related Literature
 
Alternative Assessment
 
Alternatives to standardized tests have been proposed undera
 
variety of different names. Authentic assessments, direct assessments,and
 
performance assessments have in common the idea that measurement
 
tasks should involve complex performances that directly represent the
 
ultimate goals of education. Assessment is authentic when it directly
 
examines student performance on meaningful intellectual tasks. The use of
 
these tasks would lead instruction in a positive direction.
 
Shepard(1991)states thatauthentic assessments should elicit the
 
actual performance at which we want students to be good. Authentic
 
assessment tasks should be complex and embedded in local contexts, they
 
should testfor mastery of conceptsand insights central to the subjects being
 
studied,theyshould derfionstrate students' habits of mind. These tasks,for
 
example, would reveal how studentsframe a question as well as how they
 
solve it. Direct assessments would evaluate a cognitive skill as it is
 
expressed in the performance of extended tasks. The tasks would cover,as
 
much as possible, all the knowledge, skills, and strategies required to do
 
well in the activities(Fredenksen & Collins, 1989). Performance assessment
 
also requires students to demonstrate their ability to apply thinking skills and
 
knowledge to solve problems.
 
The alternative assessment movement strives to putthe responsibility
 
for teaching and learning back into the hands of the key players: teachers
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and students; Instead offocusing on skills that can be easily measured,
 
alternative assessment callsfbr strategies which cultivate student thinking,
 
cooperative problem solving and self-evaiuation (Chandler, 1991).
 
All teachers want their students to understand the concepts being
 
presented, However,teaching for understanding requires that close
 
attention be paid to assessment.Teachers have to seek proof of
 
understanding through student performance, Assessment is not something
 
that you do at the end of a unit. Assessment Is an ongoing component of
 
instruction that guides student learning(Simmons, 1994).
 
Through the use of ongoing assessmentthe teacher is able to help
 
students understand the standards by which their work will be judged.
 
Students are able to keep track of their own work through journals and
 
portfolios and use these for self-assessment. As students receive feedback
 
for their performance tasks they come to understand thatsome questions do
 
not have easy answers. Developing understanding involves trial and error
 
attempts which emphasize the importance of processes(Simmons, 1994).
 
This is especially important in math and science where students tend to
 
memorize formulas without understandihg them. If teachers use ongoing
 
assessments in these curriculum areas,they will be able to determine if
 
students are thinking through whatthey need to do to solve a problem or just
 
using formulas by rote.
 
Students gain understanding when they construct their own
 
knowledge through social interaction (Garton, 1992). They develop their
 
own cognitive maps by making connections among concepts and facts. To
 
help students develop their thinking and reasoning abilities, students need
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to practice solving real prpblems and comprehending CO
 
(Shepard, 1989), Educators know that learning is a social activity. Yet, we
 
tend to assess in isolation. Ghildren are discouraged, in fact forbidden, to
 
interact during standard multiple choice and essay tests. Authentic
 
assessment is oneform of assessment that allows interaction among
 
students. Students might work in cooperative groups for some tasks and
 
shareYheir knowledge and understanding with the group. Yetstudents are
 
still accountalDle for th own learning. They must be able to take the
 
ihfbrmatidn shared by other group members and apply it in a given situation.
 
Assessment in Science
 
current movementtoward hands-on instruction, science
 
teachers need to rethink their assessment practices. Science involves
 
observing, recording, predicting, designing, inferring, and communicating
 
The assessment of science knowledge should also involve these skills.
 
Brown and Shavelson(1994)give three features of a performance
 
assessment in science:
 
1)The assessmentshould present students with a concrete
 
meaningfultask,
 
2) The assessmentshould include a responseformat with which
 
students communicate their findings,
 
3)The assessment's scoring system should capture hot just the
 
'right'answer but the reasonableness of the procedure used to
 
deterrnine the answer.
 
Brown and Shavelson(1994)further ekplain that the performance
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 assessmentshould givastu^^^ real materials to work with to solve a real
 
problem. One example given of a performance assessment had students
 
investigating which of three kinds of paper towels absorbed the most water,
 
and which absorbed the least Students were to use an array Of laboratory
 
equipmentto concjuct their investigation. The students were given forms
 
Which had questions they answered about their experiment. The students
 
were to explain the steps of their experiment. 'What did they do?' Then they
 
answered questions about their findings. These pages were then put into
 
their assessment notebook. The teacher then completed a scoreform based
 
on the work they included in their assessment notebook.
 
Activities such as these which require complex thinking skills,
 
problem-solving and cooperative effort would benefit alt students including
 
second language learners. The assessment of their skills was not based on
 
a multiple-chbice test; but on a task which demonstrated their higher level
 
cognitive processing skills. Through performance assessments second
 
language learners can demonstrate theif understanding of science concepts
 
through their completion ofa task. Also, students are able to develop and
 
exercise the thinking skills which will benefitthern in the world outside of
 
schOpl.'V
 
Performance assessment is a broad term that covers various ways
 
to assess student understanding. Feuer and Fulton(1993)outline some
 
cdmmonly used forms of performance assessment.
 
1)Constructed-response items require students to produce an
 
; answer to a question rather than to select onefrom an array of
 
o:- ;pbSSib|e;answem
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2)Essays are used to demonstrate how a studentcan usefacts in
 
context and structure a coherent discussion.
 
3)Oral discourse can be used to assess young children, when
 
written tests are not appropriate. Older students can defend their
 
written work through oral arguments.
 
4) Exhibitions are designed as comprehensive demonstrations of
 
skills or competence.
 
5)Experiments are used to test how well a student understands
 
scientific concepts and Can carry out scientific processes.
 
6)Portfolios are collections of a student's work assembled over
 
time.
 
The portfolio is a record of the student's process of learning. By
 
examining the contents of the portfolio, the teacher can see how the student
 
thinks, questions, analyzes,synthesizes, produces and creates. It provides
 
an individualized student centered approach to assessment that can be
 
used in most subject areas. Decisions about items to place in a portfolio are
 
based oh the purpose of the portfolio. In science,for example,a portfolio
 
might include a report on findings of an experiment,an essayon the
 
importance of genetic testing, or a detailed drawing of the anatomy of a frog.
 
Journals or learning logs are another wayfor students to record and
 
show their understanding. Journals are frequently used in Language Arts to
 
evaluate students' writing developrhent. through the use of journals
 
teachers have a record of students' writing in one place. They can refer to it
 
and see how the child has progressed throughout the year. All the various
 
aspects of writing can be analyzed in the journal. Teachers can see if
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students are applying what they learned about grammar, punGtuatlon,
 
sentence structure, and paragraph organization in their own writing. Some
 
teachers who prefer the standard tests mightjust decide to give a test on
 
punctuation. However,one problem exist, many students are able to do well
 
on standard tests, they may know all the rules of punctuation. But, when it
 
comes to actually writing a sentence or paragraph, the rules are not applied.
 
It is not enough to have the knowledge,students must use it. Through the
 
use of journals teachers are able to see how students use language.
 
Learning logs might be considered another form of journals.
 
Students use learning logs in subjects such as science and social studies.
 
Students keep a log of whatthey learned or did that day. Everyday they
 
write an entry in their log. Sometimes they might respond to a teacher's
 
prompt aboutthe day's lesson or activity. Student entries provide insights
 
for the teacher. They might reveal activities the students particularly liked or
 
disliked. Also,they could show that whatthe students learned was not
 
necessarily what the teacher wanted them to learn.
 
Authentic assessments require students to use their knowledge to
 
perform a task. These tasks might include conducting research; writing,
 
revising and discussing a paper; providing an oral analysis ofa political
 
event; or, participating in a debate. Authentic assessments evaluate
 
whether the student can develop, analyze, refine answers, perform a task,
 
or make a product(Wiggins, 1990).
 
One concern about authentic assessment Is its reliability. Some think
 
the authentic assessment is less reliable than norm-referenced
 
assessments. Authentic assessments are criterion-referenced instead of
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norm-referenced. Wiggins(1990)states that"authentic assessment
 
achieves validity and reliability by emphasizing and standardizing the
 
appropriate criteria for scoring products." Students clearly understand the
 
criteria. There are no surprises. Performance assessments are based on
 
tasks the students have been performing in class.The assessment matches
 
the curriculum.
 
Portfolio Assessment
 
Science education assessment has traditionally emphasized
 
memorization. Assessment wasseen as a closure to the learning process
 
with thefocus on science facts and terminology, rather than processes or
 
broad general ideas . Evaluation was based on knowing the right answer
 
and was separatefrom the teaching process(Foster and Heiting, 1994).
 
With the current move toward a more integrated curriculum, this type of
 
assessment no longer makes sense. Teaching and assessment must go
 
hand in hand. Assessment guides instruction and instruction guides
 
assessment. Foster and Heiting(1994)believe that"integrating teaching
 
and assessment establishes a structure conducive to learning. It puts the
 
focus on both the learning processes and the products of learning."
 
In recent years, portfolios have gained much popularity in the field of
 
authentic assessment. Teachers have been using portfolios in Language
 
Arts and math assessmentto evaluate students'conceptual development
 
and their process skills and problem solving abilities(Jones, 1994). It is
 
believed they provide a means of assessing student learning that is more
 
aligned with the curriculum. Instead of testing students to see if they
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remember isolated facts, portfolios provide a meansfor students to
 
demonstrate how they solve problems, as well as, organize and synthesize
 
information. Portfolios may vary in style and content depending on their
 
purpose, but they do have common elements. Paulson, Paulson,and Meyer
 
(1991)have defined a portfolio as"a purposeful collection of student work
 
that exhibits the student's efforts, progress, and achievements in one or
 
more areas" Hamm and Adams(1991)define a portfolio as a"deliberate,
 
specific collection of accomplishments." The purpose of a portfolio is to
 
show "evidence of student development over time or a record of various
 
stages that led to completion of a major project"(Hoepfl , 1993).
 
Artists use portfolios to demonstrate their abilities to prospective
 
employers. This is one real life situation in which a person's abilities are
 
judged by samples of their work. Wolf(1989)discusses how PROPELa
 
consortium of administrators, teachers, and researchers see portfolios as a
 
way of demonstrating that "itis possible to assess the thinking processes
 
characteristic of the arts and humanities in rigorous, but undistorted, ways."
 
Students collect diverse samples of their work. Throughoutthe course of a
 
semester or year students are asked to reflect on their work. They are asked
 
to Critique their work by"noticing what is characteristic, what has changed
 
with time, or what still remains to be done"(Wolf, 1989). At the end of the
 
course students are given enough time to review their collection and select
 
samples which bestshow changes in the student over that time period.
 
These samples make up the final portfolio which includes student and
 
teacher commentaries on the work. The portfolio is passed on from year to
 
year.: - y­
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Portfolio use is beginning to expand to other curricular areas such as
 
SGlence andsocial studies. Barrow(1993)found that students who kept
 
portfolios "reflected critically on whatthey were required to know in ways that
 
helped them to connectthe various parts into a coherent whole." Portfolios
 
give students the opportunity to show off whatthey know, while allowing the
 
teacher to see the individual growth of each student. Portfolios can also
 
motivate students to explore questions or ideas which interest them.
 
The purppse Of the portfolio is to make sense of the students' work.
 
Portfolios can also motivate students byshowing them that their work is not
 
discarded after it is graded. They promote learning through reflection and
 
self-assessment. They can be used in evaluating the students'thinking and
 
writing processes. Teachers can evaluate whether students are able to
 
analyze and synthesize science concepts, and report science experiment
 
results Teachers can also give students the opportunity to self-evaluate by
 
having them select work samples to include in their portfolios. These items
 
might be a sample they think shows the most improvement,their
 
understanding, their favorite, or one they think is their best work(Wiggins,
 
Portfolio work samples are scored based on predetermined criteria.
 
Adams and Hamm (1992)suggest the following criteria for evaluating
 
student portfolios.
 
1)Evidence of critical and creative thinking.
 
2)Quality of activities and investigations.
 
3)Vahety of approaches and investigations.
 
4) Demonstrate understanding and skill in situations that parallel
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previous classroom experience.
 
5)Assessment should be integrative (oriented toward critical
 
thinking and problem solving, notjust recall).
 
Students must meetthe predetermined criteria. However, unlike multiple
 
choice tests thatjust yield a score,these work samples reflect how the
 
students think. The teacher is able to see the process the students used to
 
complete their task. Ifa student misunderstood a conceptthe teacher is able
 
to see the reasoning behind it. On a multiple choice test, all the teacher
 
sees is the right of wrong answers. Students do notshow how they arrived
 
at those answers.
 
Portfolios create a context where the Studentsand the learning
 
process take center stage. Students are given the opportunity to reflect not
 
only on the science concepts buton the process of learning. Teaching,
 
learning and assessment are not seen as separate , but integral parts of the
 
same process.
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Chapter Three
 
Design and Methodology
 
Portfolios can help students organize their work and reflect on what
 
they are I0arning. For this study,students willbe required to construct a
 
microhabjtat for a living organism. Students will need to use their knowledge
 
of the ba^ic needs of all living organisms to provide a habitat which will rheet
 
their organism's needs and sustain it for an extended period of time While
 
all living tfiings have the same basic needsforfood, water,shelter, air,
 
space,anb light, not all habitats meetthese needsin the same way. The
 
best way|0 assess students' understanding of how habitats meet different
 
organisms' needs is to allow them to observe, explore and record whatthey
 
iearn. Asking students to keep a portfolio of their work seems a logical way
 
of assessing their understanding of the concepts being studied. A true or
 
false or multiple-choice test would be a one time assessmentatthe end of
 
the unit. It would not give an overall view of the processes the students went
 
through diiiring the unit of study.
 
The students will keep a portfolio of their work during the unit of study.
 
During the background part of the study, students will be exploring the
 
school yard and their homes to identify organisms and their habitats. They
 
will have to determine if the habitats meet the organism's basic needs. Once
 
the students understand the basic needs of organisms and how habitats
 
meet those needs,they will pick an organism to invite to the classroom. The
 
students will then write out a plan to construct a habitat specifically for that
 
organism. The students will gather materialsfrom the animals' natural
 
habitat to constructthe microhabitatfor their organism in the classroom.
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other necessary materials will be provided for the students. The students
 
will implement their plan by constructing the microhabitat for their organism.
 
The Students will keep their organism in its classroom habitatfor a week.
 
The teacher will verify on a checklist whether the organism's needs were
 
met by the habitat. The students' plan and the teacher checklist will be
 
placed in the portfolio. Finally, the teacher will conducta post-unit interview
 
with each student. This will also be placed in the portfolio.
 
Data Needed
 
Each portfolio will contain nine student work samples. These include
 
the Introductory Questionnaire, Home-School Worksheet- A Question of
 
Needs, Home-School Worksheet-My Home as Habitat, Home-School
 
Worksheet-Exploring Other Habitats, Construct a Habitat- Student Plan,
 
Construct a Habitat- Teacher Checklist, Science Notebook Page-Inviting a
 
Minibeast for an Extended Classroom Visit, Post Interview and Learning log
 
entries.
 
introductory Questionnaire
 
The Habitats Introductory Questionnaire consists of five items. Items l,
 
3, and 5are open ended questions which require students to give a written
 
response. Items2and5are multiple-choice; students simply circle their
 
choices. Question i is designed to elicit a response pertinent to the basic
 
needs of all living thingsfor food, water, shelter, or a means of maintaining
 
warmth. Question 2elicits students' understanding of the concept of
 
environment,and application of this concept to a specific organism.
 
Question 3elicits Students'grasp of the concept of protective coloration and
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students'ability to explain it Question4elicits students' understanding of
 
the concept of adaptation under adverse circumstances and students' ability
 
to apply this concept to specific organisms. Question5is a problem-solving
 
question. The students are asked to explain how they could find out about
 
the needs of a small animal in order to create a habitatfor it in the
 
-.classroom.
 
Home-School Worksheet- A Question of Needs
 
This homework assignment asks the students to choose an organism
 
at home.They have to describe how their home meets the organism's
 
specific needs. Where or how are the needs rhet? Are the needs completely
 
met at their home,or are things brought in?
 
Home-School Worksheet- My Home as Habitat
 
This assignment consists of a chart which the students fill in with
 
assistance from someone at home. The students are asked to describe
 
where and how their home meets their basic needs.The students must chart
 
their basic needs; where and how their basic needs are met in their home;
 
and whether their basic needs are met completely or only partly.
 
Home-School Worksheet- Exploring Other Habitats
 
This worksheet asksstudents to work with afamily member. They are
 
to find a minibeast(organism)in or around their home.The students are to
 
draw a picture or descibe their organism.They have to describe the
 
organism's habitat. They mustdescribe how they think it meets its needsfor
 
food, water, shelter, air, light, and Space,
 
construct a Habitat - Student Plan
 
The students will identify an organism they wish to have visit the
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classroom for an extended period of time(1 to2weeks).They must Identify
 
the organism's specific needs and tell how they plan to meet these needs.
 
Construct a Habitat- Teacher Checklist
 
The teacher will complete a simple checklist to determine If the
 
mlcrohabltats the students constructed meetthe needs(food, water, shelter,
 
light, air, space)of the organism.The checklist has space for teacher
 
commentsand observations aboutthe students'work.
 
Science Notebook Page- inviting a Minibeast for an Extended
 
Ciassroom Visit
 
This page asked the students to draw a picture of the microhabltat
 
they builtfor their minibeast. It also lists the basic needs offood, water,
 
shelter, air, light and,space.Students are asked to circle the needs which
 
their rninlbeast will be able to satisfy In their microhabltat.
 
Post Interview
 
The Post Interview questions will be asked and recorded by the
 
teacher. The students' will not need to give a written response.The teacher
 
will write their responses. The Interview will consist offive questions related
 
to the study of habitats.
 
Learning Log
 
A written record of the students'responses to teacher questions; their
 
record of experiences during outdoor explorations; and their observation of
 
theorganism in the habitat they created for It. Some of the questions to
 
which students will respond are asfollows: What Is an organism? What
 
does an organism need to survive? Explain which of your basic needs are
 
met by your neighborhood habitat and how. Describe your minibeast and
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how its basic needs are metin its microhabitat. Keep a daily observation log
 
on how your minibeast is having its needs met.
 
Subjects
 
The subjects of this study arefour third grade students. The subject
 
group includes three boys and one girl. All have been designated Limited
 
English Proficient (LEP)based on the Idea Proficiency Test(IPT)which is
 
used to test oral proficiency in English and/or Spanish.The students were
 
assessed by the Language Assessment Center in their school district. The
 
subjects were assessed in both Spanish and English. All subjects scored at
 
levels F-M (intermediate fluency) in Spanish.Two subjects scored at levels
 
D-E(speech emergence)in English. The other two scored at level F
 
(intermediate fluency)in English. These subjects were chosen because
 
they scored high in Spanish. The subjects are currently in a bilingual
 
classroom. They receive instruction in Spanish.
 
Methodoloav
 
This study is a qualitative investigation into the use of portfoliosfor
 
the assessment of science concept learning. The research will be conducted
 
in a third grade bilingual classroom. The entire class will go through the
 
Habitats module which is part of the Insights Elementary Science
 
Curriculum.This is an inqujry^based, hands-roh science curriculum. This
 
study will focus oh four Limited English proficient(LEP)students. These
 
students wiirreceive science instruction in Spanish and will complete their
 
work in Spanish. Case studies of their science learning will be done by
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analyzing their science portfolios.
 
Portfolios will provide the information needed to determine if the
 
subjects understand the science concepts of complete and incomplete
 
habitats. The portfolios will consist of student work samples which include:
 
1) Introductory Questionnaire,
 
2) Home-School Worksheet-A Quest^^
 
3) Home-School Worksheet-My HorTie as Habitat,
 
4) Horrie-School Worksheet-Exploring Other Habitats,
 
^ Construct a Habited
 
6) Construct a Habitat- Teacher Checklist,
 
7) Science Notebook Page-Inviting a Minibeast for an Extended
 
Classroorri Visit,
 
8) Post Interview and
 
Students who may not be able to express themselves well in writing may be
 
able to show what they know through their planning and construction of a
 
habitat for a living organism.
 
Data Collection
 
The portfolio will include work from the Habitats science unit collected
 
Overa six week period. This science unit provides Science Notebook pages,
 
hornework pageS arrd group exploration activities with the leSsons. Some of
 
these assignments wiirbe included in the portfolio. At least one work
 
sample will be added to the portfolio per week.Thesamples will be teacher
 
selected, Work Samples will be collected in four stages: background,
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planningHniplenrientation and post. During the background stage,students
 
will be exploring the school yard and their homes. They will observe
 
organisms in their natural habitat. They will exam the habitats to see which
 
needs are met and how. The planning stage will involve selecting an
 
organism to invite to the classroom. Thestudents musttake into account all
 
the organism's needs(food, water, shelter, air, light, and space)and plan for
 
them. During the planning, students might observe the organism or read
 
aboLit It. Once their plan Is developed,students will implement it by
 
gathering materials and constructing a microhabitat in the classroom. Some
 
materials will be provided by the teacher. After the microhabitat is
 
constructed(poststage)the organism will stay in the classroom for a week.
 
After that time it will be returned to it natural habitat if possible. The only
 
exception to this will be domesticated animals such as birds.
 
Tvoe of Analvsis
 
The portfolio of work samples will be scored based on two teacher
 
developed rubrics(Tables 1 and 2which will follow). The objective of this
 
unit is for students to understand that an organism's habitat is that part of the
 
total environment which it uses to meet its basic needsfor survival. A
 
complete habitat must provide all the resources a particular organism needs
 
to survive;food, water, shelter, space, air and light. When constructing a
 
njicrohabitatfor^n organism oMtside its nature environment students must
 
make sure all the organism's needs are met. Students will need to provide
 
for the organism's needs. Thus,student constructed habitats may be
 
incomplete habitats. The students' portfolio will include work samples that
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demonstrate the degree to which they understand the concept of a complete
 
and incomplete habitat.
 
1)Introductory Questionnaire: Each item on the Introductory
 
questionnaire will be scored on a five-point rubric based on the guidelines
 
given in the Habitat unit (see Table 1). the points scored for each item will
 
be added up to give the student the number of total points earned. There
 
are 25 total points possible for this questionnaire. This will determine the
 
level or depth Of knowledge the student has about habitats before we start
 
our unit of study.
 
2) Thd Home-School Worksheet: A Question of needs will be scored
 
on a 18 point scale. One point will be given for each specific need the
 
student indicates in each "specific needs"section. There are two points
 
possible for each section under: Where or how are the needs met? and Are
 
the needs completely met at your home,or are things brought in? For
 
example, if the organism indicated is a cat, its basic need forfood must be
 
metbyfood suitable for cats. The appropriate food would be listed under
 
specific needs. Thisfood item might be purchased at a store and broughtto
 
the home.The home habitat is an incomplete habitatfor the cat unless it is
 
able to huntfor its own food.
 
3) Home-SchoolWorksheet: My Home as Habitat has30 points
 
possible. Students will receive one pointfor each of the basic needs they
 
identify(food, water,shelter, air, light, and space). They will receive two
 
points each for telling where and how each of their basic needs are metat
 
home and whether their basic needs are metcompletely or only partly.
 
4) The following work samples will all be scored using Portfolio
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Assessment Rubrie2(see Table 2): Hom^-School Worksheet- Exploring
 
Other Habitats: Construct a Habitat- Student Plan ; Construct a Habitat-

Teacher Checklist; and Science Notebook Page- Inviting Minibeastfor an
 
Extended classrodm visit.
 
5)The Post Interview will also be Scored with the Portfolio
 
Assessment Rubric 1. However,each question will be assessed using the5
 
point rubric with a possible 30 points total.
 
6)The learning log will not be scored . It will be used to gain better
 
understanding of the students thinking. It will serve as another piece in the
 
portfolio.
 
Table.T.':
 
Portfolio Assessment Rubric 1
 
5-A complete and correct response to the question asked.
 
At An essentially correct response but one that omits some details
 
Or underlying explanation, Or that contains a slight inaccuracy.
 
3- A response that is wrong or Skirtipysimply because the student
 
does not know the concept or information.
 
2-	A naive conception:a response that i$ logical and coherent,
 
and explains the data from thestudent's point of view, but
 
scientifically wrong.
 
1- A naive, childish answer, or one that repeats the question.
 
0-No answer,or "I don'tknow."
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Table 2
 
Portfolio Assessment Rubric2
 
5- Student's work demonstrates a complete understanding of what
 
is necessaryfor an organism to Survive.The work sample
 
providesfor all of the basic needs:food, water,shelter,space,
 
air, and light.
 
4- Student's work sample shows an essentially correct
 
understanding but omits oneof the basic needs of an organism.
 
3-Student's work sampleincludesfour of the basic heeds.
 
2- Student's work sample includes three of the basic needs.
 
1- Student's work sample includes less than three of the basic
 
needs.
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Chapter Four
 
Analysis and Results
 
The data was collected over a six week period during November and
 
December of 1995. Student work samples were put into a science portfolio.
 
Each sample in the portfolio wasscored based on preestablished rubrics.
 
Each portfolio can provide a qualitative, as well as a quantitative,
 
assessment of the students' understanding of complete and incomplete
 
habitats. Each work sample will be given a numericalscore based on the
 
rubrics. These scores will be converted into a percentage. The portfolios will
 
also be looked at quantitatively. By looking at each work sample and
 
highlighting the student's strengths and weaknesses,a better understanding
 
of the students'thinking process can be gained.
 
Analvsis:Portfolio Samplesfor Marcos O.
 
Introductory Questionnaire
 
Each item on the Introductory Questionnaire demonstrates what
 
Marcos O.knew about habitats before we started our study unit. He scored
 
17 points on this work sample. He showed an understanding of some of the
 
basic needs of living things. Item t shows that he knows living things need
 
water,food,light, and shelter. Item 2required that he circle the things that
 
are part ofa mouse's environment. He circled light, wind, water,and the
 
length of the mouse's tail. He gotthree out offour correct. On item 3, Marcos
 
showed a limited understanding of protective coloration. He was given a
 
scenario of going on a nature walk and seeing brown caterpillars on the
 
ground and green caterpillars up in the trees. He was asked to explain how
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these colors help the caterpillars. His response was that it helps caterpillars
 
at hight because they can't be seen. He also stated thatthey can be
 
stepped on and killed. His response is logical from his point of view. A
 
brown caterpillar will be harder to see at night. But, he did not show ah
 
uhderstanding df the scientific explanation of protective coloration which
 
enables animalsto avoid detection during the day. On item 4, he correctly
 
circled all the examples which show how animals react to their surroundings
 
in order to survive. Item 5asked students to explain how they would find out
 
about an animat's needsin order to constructa habitatfor it in the
 
classroom. Marcos'response to item 5 showed that he knew an animal
 
would need food, water and air. It would also need to be keep in a cage and
 
it would need to sleep. He just did not tell how he could find out more about
 
a specific animal's needs. He knew the general needs of all animals(see
 
Appendix A).
 
Home-School Worksheet- A Question of Needs
 
This work sample was worth 18 points. Marcos O. received all 18
 
points. He explained that a cricket needs grass, water, shelter, space,and a
 
little light. He keepsthe cricket in a plastic box his mother bought. He gives
 
it the grass and water it needs to live.
 
Home-School Worksheet- My Horne as Habitat
 
This sample demonstrated that Marcos O.knew what his basic needs
 
are and how they are met in his home. His mother prepares thefood. He
 
buys his water at the store. This mother has provided shelter for him. He
 
gets air, light, and space outside. He states that all of his needs are met at
 
home He does not recognize his home as an incomplete habitat. It is not
 
self sustaining. Some things must be brought in from other places. Marcos
 
scored 23 out of30 points.
 
Home-School Worksheet- Exploritig Other Habitats
 
This sample required thatthe students pick an organism at home.
 
They then had to describe it(in words or picture)and where it lives. Marcos
 
O. picked a bee. He drew a picture ofa bee. Healso drew a picture of
 
where it lived. He drew a house with a hive under the roof. He labeled this
 
"viyie" (lives). He also drew a bee flying toward flowers and labeled the
 
flowers"come"(eats). He did not label the open area of his picture But, his
 
drawing shows space which is not colored dark. This would indicate light. It
 
is assumed that outside there is air. Through his drawing Marcos showed
 
the basic needs ofa bee. It must havea hive for shelter, it must have afood
 
source,flowers. It also must be able to fly through space and air. Marcos
 
scored four points using Portfolio Assessment Rubric 2.
 
Construct a Habitat- ^udent Plan
 
Marcos O.scored four points using Portfolio Assessment Rubric 2. He
 
mayhot have written in great detail. But, he did indicate the specific needs
 
of a snail. It would need leaves which he would getfrom a tree outside. It
 
would need a little water which he would getfrom the sink inside. He would
 
also need a plastic box(container)which he would get inside the classroom.
 
He stated that it would need a little light which it would getfrom the lamp. It
 
would need lots of air which it would getfrom outside. It would need lots of
 
space which it would getfrom its plastic box
 
Construct a Habitat- Teacher Checktlsf
 
Marcos O. provided for ail the needs of his organism. He received
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five points using Portfolio Assessment Rubric 2. Marcos constructed a
 
microhabitat for a snail using a large plastic jar. He put enough water to
 
create asmall puddle, He also included leaves and a small plastic
 
aquarium hill for the snail to climb on. He made sure the lid had holes to
 
allow for air.
 
Science Notebook Page- Inviting a Minibeast for an Extended
 
Classroom Visit
 
This sample received four points using Portfolio Assessment Rubric 2.
 
It shows a drawing of the microhabitat created by the student. Marcos'
 
drawing shows two snails immersed in water. He did not include any other
 
details of the habitat. The student also is asked to circle all the needs the
 
organism will be able to meetin this habitat. He indicated that his
 
microhabitat would met the snails' need for food, water, shelter, air and
 
space. He did not circle light. However, light would be provided by the
 
larger classroom habitat.
 
Post Interview
 
Marcos O. received 21 ofthe 30 points possible. He was able to
 
namefour of the six basic needs of all living things. When asked what his
 
organism needed in its microhabitat to live, he mentioned water, leaves and
 
air. He forgot to mention shelter, light and space. Marcos does not have a
 
clear understanding of complete and incomplete habitat. He thinks that
 
because he has provided for all the organism's needs the microhabitat is
 
complete. This is incorrect.
 
Marcos b,had an overall score of78 percent(see Table 3)on his
 
portfolio work samples. He received 96 Out of a possible 123 points. He may
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not always be able to express his understanding In writing. Nevertheless,
 
the work samples in Marcos' portfolio show that he does have an
 
undefstanding of the basic needs of living things and how a habitat provides
 
for those needS: In his learning log Marco defined an organism as a living
 
thing. In order to live, it needs water,food,air and a home. In his"My
 
Needs"concept web he inpluded space, shelter,food and water. These are
 
some of the basic needs of all living things. His understanding of these
 
needs Shows in the microhabitat he constructed
 
Analvsis: Portfolio Samolesfor Marcos V
 
Ihtroductory Questionnaire
 
Marcos V.scored 15 on this sample. He had a limited understanding
 
of habitats and the basic needs of living organisms. His response to item 1
 
wasskimpy. He did not know Whatan insect would need to find in order to
 
survive in a new environment. On item 2, he could identify things that would
 
make up the environment of a rnouse. He circled light, wind, ocean,and
 
water. On item 3, he indicated thatthe green or brown color of caterpillars
 
would help them not get eaten by birds. On item 4,only one of the choices
 
he made correctly shows how animals react to their environment in order to
 
survive. The examples he chose were; Bears in cold climates sleep during
 
winter: People carve pumpkinsfor Halloween;and. Children go to school in
 
thefall. He does notshow a clear understanding of what is essential for
 
survival and whatis not. He was also unable to te^^ he mightfind out
 
What an animal needs to live(see Appendix B).
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Home-School Worksheet- A Question of Needs
 
Marcos V/scored 17 points on this work sampte^ He indicated that
 
ants which he kept in a bag got theirfood from him. He gave them chips
 
which he bought atthe store. He used a cup to give them waterfrom the
 
sink. They got air through holes in the bag Light was supplied by the sun.
 
Home-Schooi Worksheet- My Home as Habitat
 
Marcos V received only 18 points on this sample. He was able to tell
 
what his basic needs are and how they are met at his house. However, he
 
could not tell if these needs were met completely or only partly.
 
Home-School Worksheet- Exploring Other Habitats
 
Marcos V.explored the habitat ofa worm. He Stated that it eats the
 
rootsfound in the soft soil. It lives in the moist soil. He only mentioned these
 
two aspects of the worm's habitat. He received a score of three using the
 
Portfolio Assessment Rubric 2.
 
Construct a Habitat-Student Plan
 
Marcos V.scored afour using the Portfolio Assessment Rubric 2. This
 
sample shows that Marcos understands the needs ofa caterpillar. He
 
planned to use a large plastic terrarium to provide shelter. He would provide
 
leavesfor it toeat. Asfor water, Marcosseemsto understand that
 
caterpillars gettheir water from rain. However, he would use a cup to
 
provide it with water. He would also open the terrarium so that it could get
 
air and light.
 
Cohstruct a Habitat-teacher Checklist
 
Marcos V. had planned to constructa microhabitatfor a caterpillar.
 
However,he later decided to team up with Oscar and make a microhabitat
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for a bird. Marcos V. received five points using Portfolio Assessment Rubric
 
2. He and Oscar provided for all the needsof their organism, a bird. The
 
cage Was ofadequate size for the bird. Appropriate bird food and fresh
 
water were provided. Air and light were provided by the classroom
 
environment. The habitat also included a swing and long rod for the bird to
 
perch on.
 
Sciertce Notebook Page-Inviting a Minibeast for an Extended
 
Classroom Visit.
 
On this sample Marcos V. scored four points using the Portfolio
 
Assessment Rubric 2. He drew a cage with a bird in it. He did not draw
 
anything else in the cage. However, he did indicate that all the bird's needs
 
would be met in this microhabitat. His drawing did lack details. However, he
 
did identify all the needs which this microhabitat would meetfor the bird.
 
Post interview
 
Marcos V. received 16 points on his interview. He mentioned five of
 
the basic needs. He explained that his bird needed someone to feed it and
 
give itfresh water everyday. It needs air to breathe and live. It gets its air
 
from outside. It needs a cage to protect itfrom dogs and cats. It needsspace
 
to walk and do things. He said he learned that small animals which live in
 
soifne^the sarhe soil to sdrvive: ; V
 
Marcos V. had an overallscore of67 percent. He scored the least
 
amountbf points among the four students(see Table 3). In his Post
 
Interview he did not answer the question about whether the microhabitat he
 
constructed wasa complete or incomplete habitat. While he may not have
 
been able to tell the difference, there was much he did know. He knew
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aboutthe basic needs of all living things. He knew w his
 
bird to help it survive in our classroom environment. He also knew that you
 
cannot remove an organism from the soil in which it lives and expect it to
 
survive without a least taking some ofthat soil with it. In his learning log,
 
Marcos V.defines an organism asa thing that moves and eats. While this
 
may not be the best definition, he did know that an brganism needs space,
 
water,and food. He also stated that it needed someone to love it. In his"My
 
Needs" concept web he included the six basic needs of living things: shelter,
 
space,food, water, light, and air.
 
Table3 
student 
MarcosO. 
Marcos V. 
Oscar V. 
Betsy V. 
Introductory 
Questionnaire 
17 
15 
18 
20 
A Question 
of Needs 
18 
17 
18 
18 
MyHome 
asHabitat 
23 
18 
17 
16 
Exploring 
Other Habitats 
4 
3 
5 
Habitat 
Plan 
4 
4 
5 
5 
Habitat 
Checklist 
5 
5 
5 
5 
Invite 
Minibeast 
4 
4 
5 
5 
Post 
Interview 
21 
16 
20 
23 
Total 
Score 
96 
82 
93 
97 
Percent 
78% 
67% 
76% 
79% 
OD 
00 
Analysis: Portfolio Samplesfor Oscar V.
 
Introductory Questionnaire
 
Oscar V. received 18 points on this sample. He demonstrated on item
 
1 that he understands that an insect would need to find food, water and
 
shelter in order to survive in a new environment. On item 2, he could identify
 
the parts of a mouse's environmentsuch as light, wind and water. But, he
 
also thoughtthe mouse's age and the length of its tail were part of its
 
environment. On item 3, he knew that the color of the brown caterpillar on
 
the ground would help prevent itfrom getting eaten by an animal passing by.
 
He knew that the color served as protection but did not explain that it made
 
the insect less visible. On item 4, he circled two of the three statements
 
which gave examples of animals'reactions to their environment that help
 
them survive. On item 5, he named water,food, air and light as things an
 
animal would need to live. However, he did not clarify how he would find out
 
aboutthe specific needs of an animal(see Appendix C).
 
Home-Schooi Worksheet- A Question of Needs
 
Oscar V.scored 18 out of 18on this work sample. He stated all the
 
needs of a fish and how those needs are met. He buys the fish food atthe
 
store. He gets the waterfrom the sink. Thefish is kept in a small tank
 
because it is a small fish. Thefish gets its airfrom the water.
 
Home-School Worksheet- My Home as a Habitat
 
Oscar V. received 17 out of 30 points on this sarnple. He stated his
 
basic needs for food, water, shelter, air, light and space. His mother buys
 
and prepares thefood. Water is bought at thp store. Air is everywhere.
 
Lightcomesfrom the sun. Thespace he lives in is big. He lost points
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because he did not state whether his heeds were met completely or only
 
partly at his home.
 
Home-School Worksheet- Exploring Other Habitats
 
Oscar V.scored five points using Portfolio Assessment Rubric 2. He
 
drew a picture of a fish, a fish bowl and fish food. He explained that his fish
 
lives in a bowl. He gives itfood. He stated that the fish lives in water so it
 
does not need to drink water. It needs to be in a place where it can get air
 
and light. It has a lot of room in its fish bowl.
 
Construct a Habitat- Student Plan
 
Oscar V.scored five points using Portfolio Assessment Rubric 2.
 
He planned a microhabitatfor a worm. He recognized thatthe worm gets its
 
food and waterfrom the soil outside. Air and light also comefrom outside.
 
The worm will need a large area with soil.
 
Construct a Habitat- Teacher Checklist
 
Oscar V. and Marcos V. had both originally planned to make
 
microhabitats for different organisms. However,they decided to get together
 
and make a habitatfor a bird. The microhabitat they constructed was of
 
adequate size for the bird and provided for all its needs. The boysfed the
 
bird and gave it fresh water daily. Oscar did not include a student plan for
 
this habitat in his portfolio. But,the microhabitat did meet all the needs of the
 
bird. He received all five pointsfor this sample.
 
Science Notebook Page- Inviting a Minibeast for an Extended
 
Classroom Visit
 
This sample received five points using Portfolio Assessment Rubric 2.
 
It showsa detailed drawing ofa bird's microhabitat. It consists of a large
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cage, water dispenser,toy swing, perch and food bowl. Oscar indicated that
 
all the bird's needs would be met by this microhabitat.
 
Post Interview
 
Oscar V.received 20out of30 points. He namedfour of the six basic
 
needs. He said all living things need water,food,space,air and love. He
 
left Out light and shelter. He madea microhabitat for a bird. When asked
 
whatthe bird needed in its microhabitat to live, he replied water,food,space,
 
and love. He believed the microhabitat he created was a complete habitat
 
because it had air, water, and space. He did not recognize that he had to
 
provide the food and water for the bird. Thus,the microhabitat wasan
 
incomplete habitat. On the last question, he stated that he learned not to
 
treat organisms bad. They need lots offood and love. They need to be
 
treated well. Learning respectfor other living things is also important.
 
Oscar V. had an overall score of 76 percent. While Oscar may not
 
know the distinction between a complete and incomplete habitat, there is
 
much he does know. In his learning log, Oscar states that an organism
 
needs water,food,a house and family to live. His"My Needs"concept web
 
included house,space,food, light, water and air. He knowsthat living
 
things need food, water, space,and air in order to live.
 
Analvsis: Portfolio Samplesfor Betsv V.
 
Introductory Questionnaire
 
Betsy V.scored 20out of 25on this sample. Sheknew thatan insect
 
would have to find food, house(shelter)and water to survive in a new
 
environment She also thought it would need family and things. When
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asked aboutthe parts of mouse's eiivironmentj she inpluded light, wind, and
 
water In her choices. She did notchoose grain as part of a mouse's
 
environment. When asked how their colors help caterpillars, she was not
 
able to explain the cpncept of protective coloration. She simply indicated
 
that brown helps because dirt Is brown and green because the tree Is green.
 
She did not explain that their colors helpthem hidefrom predators. She
 
wasable to cxirreciiy Identify thethr^^^^ how animals react to
 
their surroundings In order to survive. BptSy was the only subjectin this
 
studywho correctly Indicated thatshe could learn more about an animal by
 
reading a book. Researching the specific needsof ah animal Is Important In
 
order to create an appropriate microhabltat(see Appendix D).
 
Home-School Worksheet- A Question of Needs
 
Betsy V. received 18 out of 18 points on this sample. She told how
 
her home habitat metthe needs of her dog. It eats Pedigree which she buys
 
atthe store. She gives It waterfrom the water hose outside her house. It
 
lives in a dog house which someone gdve to her. It gets air from outside
 
through the opening In Its house. It gets lightfrom the sun. The sunlight also
 
enables her to see the dog. Betsy states that It has sufficient space In her
 
Home-School Worksheet- My Home as a Habitat
 
Betsy V.received 16 of the possible30 points on this sample. She
 
was able to Identify her six basic needs and how they were met However,
 
she did not Indicate whether these needs were met completely or only partly
 
by her home habitat.
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Home-Schbol Worksheet- Exploring other
 
Betsy y. reGeived five points using the Portfolio Assessment Rubric 2.
 
She drew a colorful detailed picture of a butterfly near a flower. She stated
 
that it gets itsfood frdrn flowers and waterfrom the soil. It gets lightfrom the
 
sun and shelter frdrn plahts She did not mention air and space. However,
 
her drawing does demonstrate enough space for the butterfly to fly freely
 
and find what it needs to survive.
 
Qonstruct a Habitat- Student Plan
 
Betsy V. planned a microhabitatfor a snail. She received five points
 
using Portfolio Assessment Rubric 2. She indicated that the snail would eat
 
lettuce and leaves which she would give it The leaves would also provide
 
water for the organism. The shaiil could be kept in a large jar with large
 
holes to allow for air. The jar would be kept near light but in the shade so it
 
would not get too much light.
 
Construct a Habitat-Teacher Checklist
 
Betsy V. received five points using Portfolio Assessment Rubric 2.
 
Betsy ended up constructing two habits; onefor snails and onefor ants.The
 
snail habitat consisted of a plastic terrarium with a smallamount of water at
 
the bottom. It was enough water to keep the snails moist without
 
submerging them cdmpletely. She also put leaves and a plastic aquarium
 
hill for them to climb on. She worked with another student to make an ant
 
microhabitat. Her ant microhabitat was also a plastic terrarium. She put
 
sdrtd and soilin it The container was half full of dirt. She put leaves and
 
sprinkled some water in there. There was an opening at the top to provide
 
for air. She also putsome bread crumbs in there daily. She provided for all
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the needs of these organisms in the microhabitats she created.
 
Science Notebook Page- Inviting a Minibeast for an Extended
 
Ciassroom Visit
 
Betsy V. received five points on this sample using Portfolio
 
Assessment Rubric 2. She drew a detailed picture of her snail habitat. It
 
showed three snails moving around in their microhabitat. It consisted of
 
water,leaves and a hill with in the plastic terrarium. Betsy indicated that this
 
terrarium will meet all the basic needs of the snails.
 
Post Interview
 
Betsy V.scored 23but of30 points on the Post Interview. She
 
identified the six basic needs of all living things. She also indicated that
 
ants need soil,food,and water in their microhabitat. They also need holes
 
to allow for air and dirt to provide shelter. She did not mention space and
 
light in her response. She wasthe only student to correctly identify her
 
microhabitat as an incomplete habitat. She stated that it had no water and
 
she had to provide food. She gotthe soil from the teacher. She learned that
 
she had to feed her organisms everyday and there had to be holes in the
 
cagefor them to breath.
 
Betsy V. had an overall score of79 percent. This wasthe highest
 
among the four subjects. She put much effort into her work. This can be
 
seen in her learning log entries. She defined an organism assomething
 
that moves and lives. She gave examples such as a person, dog,fish, bird,
 
elephant, insects and teacher. Shefurther explained that a book is not an
 
organism because it does not move. It does not eat and it does not need
 
water. Her"My Needs"concept web was much more detailed than the
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others. She gave several examplesfor each need on her web. For
 
example, next tofood and water she listed mom,market/filter, hamburger,
 
pizza and soup.
 
Results
 
How do portfolios demonstrate student understanding of science
 
concepts? Portfolios give the opportunity to look atstudent work over a
 
period of time. They do not limit assessmenttoa one time shot. In this
 
Study,there was the opportunity to examine nine sources of information
 
about each students'understanding of the science concept, habitats. In each
 
work sampleone could see different aspects of the students'thinking. Each
 
piece gave evidence pf the students'understanding.
 
A qualitative analysis reveals that the subjects were able to name the
 
basic needs of organisms. They did not always name them all in each work
 
sample. However,looking at the various samples one can see that the
 
needs were mentioned throughout the samples. The majority of the subjects
 
had a hard time distinguishing between a complete and an incomplete
 
habitat. They did know that a habitat must meet certain needs if an organism
 
is to survive. They were all successful in constructing a microhabitatfor an
 
organism of their choice; They made practical use of their knowledge about
 
basic needs and how habitats meetthese needs.
 
A quantitative analysis also assesses student understanding. Every
 
subject received 67 percent or more of the points possible on their portfolios.
 
Most Of the points lost were on work samples thatasked about complete
 
versus incomplete habitats. This distinction was hard for students. They had
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difficulty with the idea that one habitat could be contained within a larger 
■' -x 
- ■ ■ 
habitat. As long as their organism's needs were met, they considered the 
microhabitat complete. 
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Chapter Five
 
\ :V\;
 
Interpretation
 
This studyfbcgsed on the use of portfoiipo to assess studerits'
 
understanding of science concepts. For the purpose ofthis study,the
 
soienpe concept being studied was habitats dnd how they meetan
 
organisms basic heeds. The students had se^ opportunities to explore
 
organisms in their natural habi^^^ school yard and at home. They
 
also were able to examine how their home habitat met their heeds as human
 
beingsand the heeds of their petS; Portfolios allow one to assess students
 
in the rnahnef in which they learn through social interaction. Work samples
 
mayshow work completed independently of with a partner The Home-

School worksheets ask the students to work with someone at home.
 
The analysis of student portfolios allows the teacher to see what
 
concepts the students are hot grasping. Students in this study had difficulty
 
seeing the difference between cornplete and incomplete habitats. Being
 
able to see this allows for adjustments in instruction. The assessment of
 
work samples alsoshows whatconcepts are easily understood by students.
 
For example, living things have six basic needs;food, water, shelter, air,
 
light, and space. Moststudents easily grasped the need forfood, water,
 
shelter and air. However,the need for light and space was not always
 
mentioned by students, Studehts may not always mention all six needs in
 
all their work. However, by looking at different work samples, it is apparent
 
that the students do know all six needs. Theyjust stressed different needs in
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different work samples.
 
Conclusions
 
the use of portfolio assessment,as opposed to an end of unit test,
 
allows one to see many snapshots of student understahding. If one relies
 
solely oh one test than that's just one view Into the student's understanding.
 
This does not provide a wide perspective on the student. Nor does It give
 
studentsa voice In their own assessment. In a portfolio, astudent can
 
choose to include a work sample or leave it out The student hassome
 
ownership and control ofwhat's being aisseSsed. In this study, Marcos V.
 
and Oscar had originally planned to construct microhabitats for a caterpillar
 
and worm. They completed habitat plans with these organisms in mind.
 
They later decided to join forces and construct a mjcrohabitatfor a bird.
 
Tsleither included a habitat plan for a bird in their portfolio. However,the
 
habitat they constructed for the bird did meet all its needs and they received
 
full credit. The use of portfolios allowsforflexibility on the part of teacher
 
and students. After examining the work samples in these portfolio, one can
 
see that the students have an understanding of habitats and how they meet
 
organisms'needs in general. They also reveal that the students do notall
 
understand the concept of incomplete habitat. The concept ofa self-

sustaining habitat was difficult for some students to grasp. They thought that
 
as long asfood was provided by someone the habitat was oomplete.
 
Implications
 
The use of portfolio assessment allows one to see a student's growth
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over time. The portfolio keptforthis study showed various work samples that
 
led to the completion of a project. Through their explorations and activities
 
students gained understanding of tiabitats and later used their knowledge to
 
build a microhabitat. Portfolios help students make sense of their work.
 
They have a purpose. Unlike tests, portfolios give students the chance to
 
examine their work samples and see their growth in understanding.
 
Students can also give their portfolio some direction. They can focus on
 
different aspects of the overall topic of the portfolio. The studentsin this
 
Study did not all focus on thesame organisms. They were able to explore
 
the organisms thatinterested them. Portfolios give students a voice.
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Appendix A
 
Portfolio Samples for Marcos O.
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Introductory Questionnaire page 1
 
Morm9. Y'^ ^ha: I hG"^ 3
Nombre:
 
Habitats
 
CuesHonarioPrellmlnar
 
1
 
1. 	UninseetofuelUnndoatu vednduiodcsdcUsbiasdelCaxibe,cnun gajodebuunos.
 
Hazunabsta,abajo,delascosasquedinsedotendriquecncontmaqui para pbdef vivir.
 
M
 
A
 
2. '^Cuiles delis cosas deabajo harin parte delmedioaimbiente(dlugardonde vive)de uzi
 
rat6n?Marcalas GWLSqueselecdoxiasconim drcvxla
 
Jl	 Luz
 
B.( vicnto
 
C Elmar
 
D. 	Granos
 
E. 	Laedad delratdxi
 
F.
 
lanodelaoaUddxatdn
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Introductory Questionnaire page 2
 
0
 CiMStiohorio
 
3. 	Ixnagiiu que de^xcuisidn en la naturaieza cot» ru dase.Hncuentras unas crugas de C2lc:
 
xnairbn enla ticra yotras vcrdcsenlos irboles.Exrlica c6moestos colores a)rudan a las cr^gas.
 
Se v4 -e/ b K 	 'Q noc-h^lJo
 
P
 
4. 	Entrelasfrasesabajo,hazun drculo alrededor dea^dlasquedanejemplosdeedznolos
 
Tivosleacdonanasusalrededbrespanayuda^asobrevivir(contsnuara vivir).
 
A./\jos ososen losdimasMosduexxnen durante elinviemo^
 
B.(Los patos Tuelan hada elsur diirante el mviemo. JL
 
C 	Lagenteesculpe calabazasparaHalloween.
 
'D.^Xjos ratones del desierto pennanecen en huecos durante el(
 
X LosnxftosTin ala escuelaen el otofta
 
5. 	Quieres traer un aniizul pequeftoo un insecto al saldn de clases por unos dfas.
 |C6xno aprcnderisIp que necesita para yivir y sentirse cdznodo cxt el nuevo habiut
 
quakprcpaniis?
 
Escribe tu respuesca atras de la pagiaa.
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 Introductory Questionnaire page 3
 
ctorLG 
(ie 
Yerii' cMe-no' u 
CjM& 
y ^ Qiufer/^^ 
de-Sq q 
. J 
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Home-School Worksheet- A Question of Needs
 
Padn/Guardiin Estudiintc i I'
 
''ensy NomhT^ '^^ rr - -
Nombrc______
 
Hojd deTrdbqjo en Casa y E»:uela
 
UnaCuesHdh de Nvcesidades
 
Sdeodom uziser vivo(orgaiusmo)nosi.Usiilitablsdeabejo,desoibiendo cdxnosu Kibitat
 
gaerosadsfaoelas nerrridaries delorganisino.
 
iD6ndeoobmosesatis­
aoenlas necesidades?jSe
 
* satisfacen estas necesidades
 
Necesidades por completoen tu casa,
 
Generals NecesidadesEspedfiaa 0setraen oosasde afuera?
 
Cpinida
 
Agua
 
y. - , ,
 
J-e \9 lU
 
c
Albergo
 
- _■ 
1 V ■ ^ • AS 
- — 
J , ■ ^
 
- . 
II 
Aim Sr Jr-r^ -o, . . ^  
, pcT 
■ . _^ c. ^ 
Luz flO jfl 
it: ' ^ 
Espado 
M n epe. 
■ 
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 Home-School Worksheet- My Home as Habitat
 
Estiiriiantc ^ 
 
Nombrc:___ Notx\bre: fy
 
Fadre/Guardiin
 
Hoja deTrdbajo en Cosd y Escuela
 
Descubromosel H6bftatde NiMsfra Escuela
 
Mx GsaComo
 
Juntocon alguien ccitu cisa^ usa bi tabla de abajopan describir ddnde yc6n\o tu casa satisface
 
xiccesidades­
^ScSatisfa^MisNeccsi­
D6ndeyC6moseSatisfaccn dadesperCompletooS61o
 
MisNec&idadesBisicas MisNecesidadesenMiCasa
 Pardauncnte?
 
f
 
for
 
• —a

'^>7
 M
 
ie r 
v'
 
r- 0/;,<27­
s/
 
r
S/ S
 
-

-^Si,

r<D '-i
 
b' V»
>-v ^  2t:^'
 
■ -K . A'~ ,.
^r ,;>r> ,­
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Home-School Worksheet- Exploring Other Habitats
 
Padre/Guardiiiif-y . —r"i Estudiante
 
Nombre: HksLr ca Nombre:
 
i
Ho)a deTrobaio en Cosa y Escueia
 
ExpioremosOtrds Hdbttots
 
Encuentra unabestezudaentu casa oensusalrededores.Trabaja con un xniexnbro de tu faznilia
 
paracompletar esta hqja.
 
Encontramosesta bestezuela:
 
Aquiestixm dibujootmadescripddndela bestezuela:
 
en fi l -fecHn Oft
Elhibitatdela bestezuela es
 
Aqufesti una descripddn dellugar donde vivela bestezuela yde cdxno pensaznos quesatisface
 
sus necesidades de oomida,agua^albergo,aire,luzyespado.
 
m
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 Construct a Habitat- Student Plan
 
Constnjir un Habitat- Plan de Estudiante
 
s ^  . Fecha ______—__
Nombre.
 
Voy a Gonstruir un habitat para
 
Necesidades Necesidades Como pienso satisfacer estas necesidades
 
bdsicas especificas
 
Comida
 cis ^
 
ie Qrh> l<sS'
 
Agiia
 
ol^
 
Albergo
 da ^olsTr^,
 
Luz
 
kp=fr=r
 
t ■ .. .
Aire
 
f(]uc.ho
 
.V
 
Espacio
 
0L \Cr- ^ j
 
•'Co
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 Construct a Habitat-Teacher Checklist
 
Construct a Habitat-Teacher Checklist 
5 
Student Mama D Organism — 
The habitat constructed meets the following needs for this 
organism. 
Basic Needs Yes No 
Food 
Water 
Shelter _r:l 
— 
Air 
Space 
Teacher comments/observations: 
W*: 
^ f 
-flvje. 
. fciit — 
-1^ /Lyy^rycJJ ^iSyla^-f-lC 
Xf^ouiJ -TO c_Ui-r\lo 
^J\d\ju> Wd qJJ.C~i^ 
^ 
cu.^ 
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Science Notebook Page-

Invitlng a Minibeast for an Extended Classroom Visit
 
Nozxibre: O- Fedu:
 
Pogina delCuademode Ciencia H
 
Invltpcidn alos B«st«zueios para una Visita
 
Prolongada olSoldn d«ClcMs
 
TarioiodeBestcruelas
 
Ihvitainosa alsal6n de dases.
 
Estees
 
\
 
un drcuio
 
aJzededordetpdasksnccesidadessatisfechash
 
AHznintb
 
Agua Luz
 
Espado
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PosfInterview
 
Post Interview
 
-2­
Name_^Unfoo.^ n Date V2^I^^S
 
1. What are the six basic needs of all living things? (iQue son las seis
 
necesidades basicas de todos Ids seres vivos?)
 
jaire, comiOA,espcLcxo ^ 
 
^ 2. What was the organism you invited to the classroom? ITHJIO I
 
iCual file el organismo que invitaste al salon?
 
3. What did it need in its microhabitat in order to live?
 
^Que necesito en su microhabitat para vivir? . . n
 
^•o
 
pCicLiCr<s^ Corner. )^ yxxcu
 
pCKrc^ '^CSpv.Kar­
•5\-"
 4. Was the microhabitat you built a complete or incomplete habitat? Why?
 
, iFue un habitat completo o incomplete el microhabitat que construiste? 
\ 
-Vodb d-e 
Cor^pl^^ pc
cxRi-era. ^ le. J]emJL cU 'frcye 
(Xckajdrz) eA. Lie C'(z-S^ 
5. Tell about something important you learned about organisms and their
 
needs? iQu6 fue algo importante que aprendiste acerca de organismos y
 
>j SUS necesidades?
 
_^ AJL .
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Learning Log
 
What Is an organism? What does it need to live?
 
e j
 
10. 	-QU^
 
gjA/-€. -' -z.
 
it't
 
pt/>[
 
^(cL? ^
 
/^r^lyiutr
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Learning Log
 
Concept Web; My Needs
 
5:^
 
> v V / V.''•
/ / ''
 
^(>Sg-7
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Appendix B
 
Portfolio Samplesfor Marcos V.
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Introductory Questionnaire page 1
 
^">16
 
CtMStionoroPtftnir^:
 
Nosibre:
 Fccha:.
 
Hibitals
 
CuesHonarioProlimlnar
 
1* 	UninsectofatUraidoa tu vedndaziodesdclasMasdelCaiibe,cn uxi gajo debazunos.
 
Hazuzalista,abajo,delascosasqueelizisectptendriqueencontraraquipara poder vivir.
3
 
ej
 
%
 
2. '^Cuilesdelascosasdeabajohar^parts delsiedioaznbicnte(ellugardondevive)detm
 
ratdzi?Marcalas cosas queselecdoztas con un cbrulo.
 
Li^
 
icnto
 
D. 	Granos
 
£. 	Laedaddelratdn
 
A
 
G. 	H^rgodcla colad^xmtdh
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 Introductory Questionnaire page 2
 
3. 	Ixxugina que vas deexcursidn en la naturalcza con m dasc.Encuentr^ unascmgaszt zz\zz
 
sun^enla tiera yotras verdes losirboles. c6xno estos colores a}rudan alas cruzaf.
 
a<2-/<7<^ 	 lo:-.
 Vc€^
 
LososQsenlos dfrnasirids duermen duraiite elinviemo.
 
p.
 
© Losxiiftbs yanak €5cueU»d otofio.
 
5. 	Quicxestraer un aniziial pequeAoo un i
 
^Cdcnpapzahde!^Ip que neces^ta para vivirysentirsecdmodoenel nuevo habitat
 
I . 	 ^cs-lbe tu respuesta mtra» de la pagln*.
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Introductory Questionnaire page3
 
<^o~yr I^ C-Owytc^^ \ t
 
vvxa..^ vjfx­
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Home-School Worksheet- A Question of Needs
 
• "a
 Aprendt^e 1
 
Padre/Gu	 Estudiante ^ ,y
 
Nombre: /T CV#
Nombre;
 
Hoja deTrc!bo]p en Caso y Escuela
 
UnaCuesHdn de Necesldades
 
Salecciozuiunser vivo(orgaxuszxio)en cua.lienalatabiade abajo^descnbiendoc6mosu hibitat
 
Guerosadsfacelas necesidadesdelorganismo.
 
• i
 
Organimo!Ormia Ca <.
 
, • o iDdndeocdmosesads­
taqenlas necesidades?^Se
 
' sadsfacen estasnecesiaades
 
Necesidades parcompletoen tucasa,
 
Generales NecesidadesEspedficis osetiaen cosasdeafuera?
 
G}mida
 
Agua
 6l«./ ^5*1
 
Qy\ (Ay\
 
AJbergo
 
chcCL
 
Aire
 
^•6v/\-/o .
 
Luz
 
Espado
 
'«■ p>A.se 
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Home-School Worksheet- My Home as Habitat
 
Aprondigq^2
 
Padre/Guardiin Estudiaxite 

Kombrg Nombre: (//
«
 
Ho)adeTrobalo en Cosa y Escueld
 
D^ubromos•!H6bftatde Nuestra Escueto
 
MiCasaCamoiidbiiat
 
Jtmtoconalguienentucasa^usala tahla deabajopara desoibirddndeyo6motucasasatisface
 
^SeSatisfa^MisNec»*
 
DdndeyCdmoseSatis£aoen dades perCompleteoSdlo
 
KfisNecesidadesBisicas MisNcoesidadesenMiCasa Pardafmente?
 
QV),A
 
en /(
 
6n (f/ 5/n 4<z.l SDr)
 
AIs
 
COi^a,
 
^^avrv-o por<^e
 
de,/^ /a /Avnpa „,„
 
p> ''
 
""-pa?-,,,,
 
r<ASJo
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  I 
Home-School Worksheet- Exploring Other Habitats
 
5 ■ 
ApwTdkcrev
 
Ho]a d«iraboloeh CasayEscueia
 
Expleremes OirosH6bttah
 
Encusitnunabetezudaentucueoensusalrededores.TxabejaconunodembrodetufamOia
 
parecompletarcstehc^ .
 
Encontnmos«»*» — tv'W—V7l>
 
Aqufetinndibujo0uzudeseipddndelabestezueia:
 
N\KN^
 
delabestezuelaes1//V/A A -h',pjr\ra.
 
Aquf<sti unadeseripddndellugardondevivelabestezu^ydec&nopensasiosquesatisface
 
suanccesidadesdecomida,ague,a^bie^,aiie,luzycspada
 
/<»£ , e^r dwie g,/, ,
 
^•V-C- fOk
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/05 
 Construct A Habitat-Student
 
; ; '
 
Construir un Habitat-Plan de Estudiante
 
er (/ Fecha
 
Voy a construir un habitat para an^p^rp)
 
Necesidades Necesidades Como pienso satisfecer estas necesidades 
bislcas espedficas 
Comida
 
Agua
 
U Wove.» i <x Ac^ 
kvi'a
 
Albergo
 
V/c 
'aiQ 
^jOlSLpl.
 
LU2
 
^■Qr! Qg-V^^Cv vAA^r V\q 
Aife 
\A{>^ .0^^'^' 
d-t.<ie wt^ei£{ ^
I 
Espacio 
erpocb 
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Construct a Habitat- Teacher Checklist
 
Construct a Habitat-Teacher Checklist
 
Student Name.^ Qrr,rAV//)yzirQrganism__]2^Ijd.
 
The habitat constructed meets the foiiowinjg needs for this
 
organism.
 
Basic Needs Yes No '
 
Food
 
Water
 
Shelter ^
 
Light
 
Air "7
 
"7
Space
 
Teacher comments/observations:
 
Marcos <Iy^d 09C£Lr kepV ih a large

CA^e."TW^ made Su.re {■¥ VtiA •ex\o^^
 
-food and uxrler
 
dTe -hod dtsh and hiPc
 
needUd. 
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S c i e n c e  N o t e b o o k  P a g e - I n v i t i n g  a  M l n i b e a s t f o r  a n  E x t e n d e d  C l a s s r o o m 
  
1  
A p t 9 r ) c a t a i 9 B 
  
N o x x i b r e : 
  
P a g i n a d « l C u a d e m o d e C l e n c i a 
  
I n v i i a e l 6 n a k s H d « z i M l e s p a r a u n q V i s i t a 
  
P i o i o n g a d a o i S o i d n d « C l a s M 
  
T t m a i o d e B c s t a u e b s 
  
I n v i t i a n o s A  
. a l s i l 6 n d e d i s e s . 
  
E s t e € S x m d i b u j o d e l s d c r o h i b i t a t q u e c o x i s t r u i z z i o i p a n n u e s t r a s b e s t e z u e i a s : 
  
E n e s t e m i c r o h i b i t a t , l a b e s t e z u d a d A e r i s a t i s f i t o e r l a s s i g u i e n t e s n e c e s i d a d e s ( h a z i m d r c u l o 
  
a b e d e d o r d e t o d a s l a s n e o e s i d a d e s s a t i s f e d i a s ) : 
  
( S ) 
  
7 2 
  
  
Post Interview
 
Post Interview
 
Name.
 
1. What are the six basic needs of ail living things?(^Qui son las seis
 
necesidades basicas de todos los seres vivos?)
 
)Coyy[i./j^ ^  JLu^oa pwi \JvVLr / Cii^JL,
 
Jj> C^judc
 
n
j/ 2, What was the organism you invited to the dassroom? ^ vn
 
y iCual ^
^ fue el organismo que invitaste al salon? 

3. What did it need iri its microhabitat in order to live?
 
Qu6 necesito en su micrdhabftat para vivir? \Xz
 
SjL (je-ryvL^if^ ^ ^ c^iXJi Ga/inr*btiZ>\.^ O^^UjX, .JzxJU) JA5.
 
cjUao . (Xi^ .^fUXKO. ^ _>vt.o -A-€. hui^.
 
CovUi.UjMX dL^ oiAfi. di iX-jj-iMAOL ..^0 L©-0 cUpyUA^'pOW

Jlrcu^OtdMi • Uy>^ -^^xjjJLx. pay^ p-A.^Q2jC^CAJ\j^ cLc
 
jLfio ^ yaj2AK^ /jL5<5 jfiyiTje^rvwi^^ •
 
yJ^oAA. Ceuyujr<o^ jj h^UltA Co5<ao->
 
4. Was the microhabitat you built a complete or incomplete habitat? Why?
 
^Fue un habitat compieto o incompleto el microhabitat que construiste?
 
iPor qu6?
 
S,Tell about something important you learned about organisms and their
 
heeds? ^ Qui fue algo importante que aprendiste acerca de organismos y
 
sus necesidades?
 
loo CX/ruAvvaXct^ V\va€/k^
 
p<XAXjL OtvLr.
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1 
Learning Log
 
What is an organism? Whatdoes it need to live?
 
ovgoW^moT
 
E,S ^ lAvirt- r(r>sc». W^UfiVs' Cr7lr?iai
 
l^< AO vyiLxtfLi/^e.
 
^ t^VA j>tixja.v^ /g— c Oyyilejai . ——_
 
^Q V*ft

-£X
 
Ci T^Ck VAVO O V^/»v\><;Wl/?— —V/vaV. 
J2£5sr2 <1, nt, ^n? JiTVrt i^f O—,.&.—..—^— ■ . '. 
*• —■ • 1 ■ ^ •* 
jA/^ rL <^u\e-— (^^7TV>nni. 
\s/^f"^4P"s:-AtK rr^\ArA 
lA 
Learning Log
 
Concept Web; My Needs
 
S532E2
 
-X. •
 
«T, .«. ■cc^ 
f7jP- <z 
75 
Appendix C
 
Portfolio Samplesfor Oscar V.
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 V 
Introductory Questionnaire page 1
 
CuestionorioPr^imhcr
 
>1 OsC-CLr ry i:l-SJcL^ C. Hovc^v^UrLhir,
Nombre:	 Fccha:

Hab'itais
 
Cuesilonario Prellminar
 
1. 	UhinsectoiueHevadoatu Vcdndarib desde}asIslas delCazibe,cxitm gajodebizumos.
 
Kaziznalista,abajo,delaa cosas queelinsectotendriqueencontraraqulpara poder vivir.
 
A
 
c()yN ou
 
F^>>ci a­
2. 	^ Guilesdelascbsas de abajo hariiiparte delzzxedioambienie(dlugardondevive)deim
 
latdn?Marcalas cosas queselecdonasconim drculo.
 
A. I
 
B. (SS^bSS^
 
C Brnar
 
D. 	Grazios
 
£. 	CTedia^ratdit^
 
F.
 
G. QEllirgod«lacoUdd
 
77
 
  
c 
Introductory Questionnaire page 2
 
/)
 Cu&sticnoho
 
3. 	Imagina qiie vas deexcursidn en la na^•2^aIe2a con m dasc.Encucntras unas cr-gas de ctlcr
 
piairdneila ticna yotras vcrdes€niosirboles.ExpLica cbmoestos colores ayudan a las oruess.
 
^ q_, u<g 0 e lo C,o
 
A/Un<?-Ca./^e'sc V)0Ad 	 >­
^^ ^ et) I •'tr 	 ^
 
—	 '<^ (-OW\Q. ^
 
s
4. Entrelasfrases abajo,hazun drculo alrcKiedor deagueHasquedancjemplosdecdmolos
 
•c*svxvosreaddonanasusalrededores paraayiidarseasobrevivir(oontmuara vivir).
 
A. LgsjMos^los disiasfrfos duennen durante eT^viemdr)
 
B. Los patos vuelan hacia elsur durantedinviema
 
C Lagenteesculpe calabazasparaHallowecn.
 
I ■'* 
D. Los ratones del desieito pennanecen enhuecos durante el dXa ^ 
£. 	' Los niftps vanala escuela en el otoftdl 
Qmeres traer imaniznal pequcfto o uninsccto al sal6n de clases per unos dfas. 
^C6mo aprenderis lo que necesita para vivir y sentirse cdmodo enel nucvo hibitat 
qutkpr^arards? 
'•cr'iba tu raspueata atraa da la pagina. 
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 Introductory Questionnaire page3
 
hg\jo­ 2^
 
^aJi^re r~
 
llyZ. p^lTC^ V'et^,
 
' UK
 
Q, or^ bb n i­
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Home-School Worksheet- A Question of Needs
 
Apf9hdtqf9 I
 
Fv^/Q Estudiant^ \/
 
Ncazzibre; Kombrg77 TCX.
^ y Rn^d I
 
Hp]q deIrabcio en Cosa y Escuela
 
Unq Cuest)6n de Necesidqdes
 
Selecdona mservivo(orgaxviszno)en casa.Llenala tabiadeabajo,desoibiendocdmosu hibitat
 
euerosadsfocelas xiecesidadesdelorganisma ;
 
drganisma.
 
;D6iideoo6xnosesads­
, laoenlas neoesidades?^Se
 
satisfacen estas necesidades
 
Nccesidades pOTcompietoentucasa/
 
Generalcs NecradadcsEspedficas osetraen cosasdeafuera?
 
Comida
 Com'cLct^ da.: Se /^
 
dirl^a
B r\ / 4- Ara. - (if: Ck ■f''Yrni - ^ 
Agu* Yo' ^■9a.rr(2 
G/n 
Albergo L OA g o <=• y\ <s (:do Tnpr<^ 
V (\ c< c>i^^ OpCi 
Airt A^cd. i (f p^/1 ^  
^ j ^ 
^ £? f:/ ^ ^ ^ ir-n. . 
Luz 
e,P, / 
Espado /(OUA pi Ue eS. tcc ^a 
'Afo yV / ^ '^^Y\ xa:.^ ^V ^ 
80 
 Home-School Worksheet- My Home as a Habitat
 
■ '.a
 
Apf9nazct^2
 
Estudiante^ -^ /'.
Padie/Giiardiiii

' (./yi/^
Kambrg:J"O Nombre: ) » 

Hoia deTrobajo en Casa y Escuela
 
DMCuforomoa•!H6bitcitd« NtMstra Eseuala
 
MCttsaCantombiiat
 
Juntocon entucasa,usala tabla deabajopai» desoibirddndeycdmotucasasatisface

tusnecesidades. i&Safisfe^MisNec^,
 
D6ndcyC6ino$cSatisfacen porCompletooS6lo
 
ite?
MisNecesidades MisNecesidadescnMlCasa
 
/M .
^O t\/\ ) AI fh C<^mcc ■ 
OL ^'"uc r< 
^ COmfrc/i^ 
AQ.UCU
 
^ ^ 't'CiA^ d>
 
^^ C- <^yi^ p tcx. /«■ J' / 
^'b-er^\ ^ CO 
;7^0 </(? s V, :;c fvcCCO" 
O-m 2— / S 0/ O ^ vn 
c> 
f ou ^ J 7^/ 
81 
H o m e - S c h o o l  W o r k s h e e t - E x p l o r i h g  O t h e r  H a b i t a t s 
  
A p f 9 n c & q f # 4 
  
P i d i e / G u a r d i i n  .  ^ .  E s t u d k n t e 
  
N i m h i ^  N o m b r e ( 7 5 c Q . r 
  
H o ] a d e T r o b o l o e n C e » a y E s e u e l a 
  
E x p k N e m o s p t r o s H d b t t a h 
  
I x i c u e x i t r a u x u b e s t e n d a  o f s i s u s a l r e d e d o r c s ; T r a b f t j a c o n i m m i e g i b r o d e t u f a z x ^ 
  
p e n o o z n p l e t a r c s t a h o j a . 
  
E n c o n t r t m £ » e s t a b e s t c z u e l a :  ^ c i f Y ^ t - T o  r \ ?  n H v 
  
A q p i e s t i x m d i b u j o o u x u d e ^ p ^ n d e l a b e s t e z u e l a : . 
  
G i a t ^ e  7 A 7 t .  C c ^ r n i i o - 

S ) 
  
f e : 
  
' ^ ? • 
  
B h i H u t d « l a b « t e n i e l > «  / i  O O C ^ r a  X j ^  \ r ^  ¥ f i M ^ - f n  P ' n ' / i  ' 
  
A q o f e s t i u i u i d e s o i p d d n d d l u g a r d o n d e v i v e l a  M s t e z u d a y d e c d i n o p e n s w o s q u e s a d s f a c e 
  
a u a n e c e s i d a d e s d e c o m i d a , a g u ^ a l b e t g o , l i r e , h i z y e s p a d o . 
  
p e ^ - i a c S o  \ J \ \ J £ .  ^ t - \  S & r c k .  ^ 
  
7 € . :  6 o y  A t  ( L D ( T > r e r  E l  p > € 2 c ( X c S O  \ J ^ ^ t  C n  € \ 
  
A . ^ u ^ C a v .  _  o :  1  < X G W v 
  
u . n  l u L C j i ^ r  a u K \ e  p i ^ e c X r 

i ^ o n r m - \ e  c ^ a .  r . K K > . d \ o ^  \ i K . 2 , ' T K e n ^ 
  
8 2 
  
 Construct a Habitat- Student Plan
 
Construir un Habitat- Plan de Estudiante
 
Mrtmhrp/1<r ffy" ^ Fecha
 
Voy a construir un habitat para
 
Necesidades Necesidades Comb plenso satisfacer estas necesidades
 
bdsicas especificas
 
Comida
 
-f- t'trf 0^ i£ a-YuctcA.
 
Agua
 do Ic*
 
' 0 Vc.
 
<V-^tA^ra
 
Aibergo
 I^i/c (Sb/i? gva^v.
 
Luz
 {o P0Y\^^
 
&a/ /^  (/^v)
 
Aire
 
^yro /d. rci r
 
Espacio
 Ic- jI r- i/A't r-Zi <pd ^
 
rO
 
^lerrCk
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Gonstruct a Habitat- Teacher Checklist
 
Construct a Habitat-Teacher Checklist
 
Mamp l/Qmanism —SaTc|
 
The habitat constructed rheets the following needs for this
 
organism. .
 
Basic Needs Yes No
 
Food —
 
Water
 
Shelter '■/
 
Light . Ji:!.
 
■■. . . Air- . . ■ 
'Space. \ 
Teacher comments/observatiqKte: 
•fw^ cj -u^ a. 
84 
Science Notebook Page- Inviting a Minibeast for an Extended Classroom
 
Visit
 
ApnnOtaimt
 
Nambncfi .Fedu:
 
Pogina delCuodemode Ciencia ^
 
Invltaci6nolasBesifziMlas pcra una Vlsitd
 
Piolonspda edSal6nd*CloM«
 
Tararioie'Btsteauias
 
bvitaznosta. / n.r^c, lisal6n de dises.
 
Esiecsuxi
 
h
 M
H
 
<.
 
• c
 
£beste microhUbittt,la besterocirdebertntisfaoerlassigiucntesnecesidades(haztm drculo
 
ilradedordetodaslas necesidadesaadsfedias):
 
AHmcnio Airt
 
Agua Laz
 
AfiMTgO Espado
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Post Interview
 
Post Interview
 
^%>d
 
Name.
 
U 1. What are the six basic needs of all living things?(iQu6 son las seis
 
' necesidades basicas de todos los seres vivos?)
 
J Comlda^ re, \f\0,
 
^ 2. What was the organism you invited to the dassroom? ptXIjCXr^
 
^Cual file el organlsmo que invita^e al salon? ^
 
3. What did it need In its microhabitat In order to live?
 
Qui necesito en su microhabitat para vivir?
 3 <30ua, Comtek,espad^ v CariPro
 
4. Was the microhabitat you built a complete or incomplete habitat? Why?
 
^ un habitat complete o incomplete el microhabitat que construiste?
 
CX\r^j
 
CovexdUL ) -y - ­
S. Tell about something important you learned about organisms and their
 
needs? iQu6 fue algo importante que aprendiste acerca de organismos y
5
 
sus necesidades? , f i ,
UMd no Ids TraTen rmJ.
 
cor>ddix,
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Learning Log
 
What is an organism? Whatdoes it need to live?
 
: ­
ll-S 7-9^; §.
 
a I ^ rr fjuc Sg r^Vt-Ve.­
r -5 i^ne, C. O .
 
g q s '4^ 
 
\^n P CP^j Vn ]■€- J ny^ ■ c/O ­
5 <- s /' 
2 0> l/t^ np/T -e Q ' iJ n /?r >^ / /v ^  pfe. 
\ 
D in nr^/^ y^ /' 5 vn loesr! 5 / -ha^n^^n­
)JnM- - " 'n-C ■• r^r^ C'-A > > ^• 

1 \ . ■ ■■■ ' ' ' )

U . y .T y .-' , tT\ j^ '.'" 7■ '.'Y7 rr. ^ Sz. '3 <g^ ^ 
)f\^f r r r r" - ~ o y?^ I 
C^ - ^ .y\ f" ' t r V ^ V^ / / 
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 Learning Log
 
Concept Web: My Needs
 
F
 
^4^
 
mn ^
 
:^0- p\K y

=r-=^
 
■J- ■ ^ •f^  <u 
5 
^ 5 /'(7> f/^ 
p——^ 
S:kS 
Tirn 
7 
46 A 
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Appendix D
 
Portfolio Samplesfor Betsy V.
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 I n t r o d u c t o r y  Q u e s t i o n n a i r e  p a g e  1 
  
C i M J t i o n a i o P r i m i n c : 
  
K g a m b r g *  	 —  F e c h a 
  
;  H a b H o l S 
  
C u e s t i o n a r i o P r e l i r n i n a r 
  
( 5 ^ 	U n i n s e c t o f u e Q e v a d o a t u v c d n d a i t o d e s d c l u b i a s d d C a i i b e , c n u n g » j o d e b a n i n o s . 
  
~ : u n a l i s t e , a b a j 6 , d e l a s c o c a s q u e d i n s e c t o t e n d z i q u e c n e o n t i a r a q u l p a r a p o d e r v i v i r . 
  
C o m 
  
< 7 \ 
  
F . 

a i y \ 
  
c { 
  
C 
  
^ g M
O L 
  
2 . j  i C u H a d e k s c o s a s d e a b a j o h a r i n p a r t s d e l z n e d i o a z n b i c n i e ( d l u g a r d o n d e v i v e ) d e u n 
  
r a t b i t ? M a r a t l a s e o s a s q u e s d e c d o x u s c o n u n d r o i l a 
  
B m a r 
  
G r a z i o s 
  
( ^ ' L A « d M d d t l n i 6 R . 
  
i m t d n 
  
9 0 
  
Introductory Questionnaire page 2
 
Iznagina que vas deexcursidn cn U xiaturalcza cor.ra dasc.Encucntras unas cn:gas de colcr
 
suirdnenla ticra yotras vedesenlos irbbles.Hxplica cdmoestos colores ayudan alac cr.:g2<.
 
p.^ A/S'Cck&^ <S'/
 
Entrelasfrasesabajo,hazundrculo alrededordeaqueOasquedanejemplosde odxrio los
 
f ^yosreacdonanasusalrededoresparaayudarseasobrevivir(contmuara vivir).
 
los dimasfrfos diiennen diaante elinvieniS^
 
Los patos vuelanhadadsur duranted mviemp.
 
La genteesculpe calabazasparaHalloween.
 
latones del desierto permanecenen huecds durante el
 
Losnxftosvanala escuelaen el otofio.
 
Sf/ Quierestraertm animal pequeftoo uninsecto al salbn de clases por unos dias.
 
^6moaprenderislo quenecesita para vivir ysendrsec6modoen el nuevo hibiut
 
quckpiepararis?
 
tu raspuasta atras da la pagiaa.
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Introductory Questionnaire page3
 
>^7
 
01
 
a­
/ e. €■/ CAf\) 
92 
  
 
Home-School Worksheet- A Question of Needs
 
IV
 
'/
 
Apr9natzai9 1
 
Padrc/Guardiin X/-- Estudiante / y
rdiin Q / 

NoxxTbre ^ Nnmbn^ //­3 ' ^ ^
 
Hoja deTrobajoen Casa y Escuela
 
UnaCu«sH6nd« N*cMidad«s
 
Sdccdonaunser vivo(orgazusno)en osa.ZJenalatabladeabajo,desaibiendoodmosu hibitat
 
oserosatiafacelasnecesidadesdelorganisma
 
;D6nde0o6mosesatis­
ncenlas necesidades?^Se
 
satisfacen cstas necesidades
 
Necesidades porcompletoentucasa,
 
Generales NecesidadesEspedficu osetxaen oosasdeafuera?
 
Canida
 LcK£4-rc^^\a>s c{^\^
 
Agua
 De lc{ rf\cxr\^crcx. )(X
 
Albergo
 
.lc\
 
Aire iP®K4eS£5ovle.. A(\A.-er^'
 
Laz n<£3;2(C 1-lo-v* /u.z. t)e/

PCK<^ Ic^
 
Espedo
 
Bn lo. 1 |(xrcla.
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Home-Sehoor Worksheet- My Home asa Habitat
 
147/
 
Apranatsaim2
 
J\nmj <
 
Pidre/Guardiin ^  r \, Estudiante _ ,
 
Nombre: £ n i TSlnrnbrg
 
Hoja deTirobaio en Cdsa y Escuela
 
Descubramosel Hfibiiatde Nuestra Escuela
 
h^CMsaCcmnoliSbitat
 
Jfunto conadguienentucasa,usala taUade aisajo para desdribir ddnde yc6xno tucasasatisface
 
£SeSatisfaoenMisNecesi­
TVinf^ayCAmn «»SatfefagM dadesporCompleto0S6Io
 
VB« Wiora< Pardauncnte?
 
Co rOcj(;^(3^_^ y\/i.Q>^SA^ vv\'e_
 
(a (
 
AgUJOSu' S>inc I cic w
 
A\^e'C3o
 
P\^ 'C<L
 
°^3V^V1z(a
 
Msg\. .
 
nac\ri€? pt:irCL
 
)'0o Vff
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H o m e - S c h o o l  W o r k s h e e t - E x p l o r i n g  O t h e r  H a b i t a t s 
  
^ 0 n d t o i 0 ^ 
  
E s t u d i a n t e 

P i d i e / G u a h i i i n 
  
N o m b r g  P > / r . - h S l ^  
N o m b r c :  ^ 9 * - ^ 
  
H d j a d e T r d b a j d  e n C o s d y E s c u e l a 
  
E x p l o r e m o s O t r o s K d b f t o t s 
  
H x i c u e n t n u x u L b e s t e z u e l a e n t u  o e n s u s a l r e d e d p r e ^ T n b a j a c o n u n i n i e n i b r o d e t u f i z n O i a 
  
p a r a c D x n p l e t a r c s t a h o j a . 
  
E n e a D t i m t o s e s t a b e s t e z u e l a : 
  
A q u i t s t k i m d i b u j o o t x n a d e s c r i p d d n d e l a b e s t e z u e l a : 
  
) ) 
  
A q u f e s t i u n a d e s c i i p d d r i d e l l u g a r d o n d e v i v e l a b e s t e z u e l a y d e o 6 m o p e n s a m o s q u e s a t i s f a c e 
  
s u s 2 ) ^ o e s i d a d e s d e o o x m d a , a g i z a , a l b c r g o , a i i e ^ l u z y c s p a d a 
  
o ^ j c x c o w  A o s . c o v n ; c ^ c x 
  
^ ^ \  S 5 . y l ( X  Q \ q j U ^ 
  
l a p  ^ 
  
9 5 
  
 Construct a Habitat- Student Plan
 
Construir un Habitat- Plan de Estudiante
 
Fecha —_
 
Voy a construir un habitat para . VXTN, Q0>Y'CVC«-0L
 
Necesidades Necesidades Como pienso satisfacer estas necesidades
 
bisicas especificas i ■ ■
 
Comida
 |ed«'. c.o»v);olo. ca^o.c^/'cL.

I- Jv. x .!
 
Agua J ;vi. <X^\CKS,

Oja^
 wyuacL
 
Albergo
 Yo ks poX0O UNNCXi^oSrOli
 
'Atva
 
V •
 
C «. ­
Sxvn-.-»^S'Si^bfOL io-5 y A'Vo Ci^g. 1
 
tV' ...s. .A
 
A-1 tY\Ok.CV\C\.
 (ar.
 
Aire cVvr-'^
 £.tlo,s. le-s pov\go_s: oHp5 gravjcf^,:

'4 9TancA€i­
,Espacio LVnC tAT\^\ak,"f
 VAY\<Xjcicxycx g«*an de.
 jar rc>^ > >0 A® V\\\l.CLV\q5
 
V'nu c/-/Oi
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Constructa Habitat-Teacher Checklist
 
Construct a Habitat-Teacher Checklist
 
Student Name nmanicm 1
 
The habitat constructed meets the fotlowing.needs for this
 
organism.
 
Basic Needs Yes No /
 
Food ^
 
Water, v/ . ; ­
Shelter s/ '
 
Air "T"
 
Space
 
Teacher comments/observations:
 
cfcjcbu u-scdl a p/^asH^c 4^) bu ki^r
 
VvUo^J^. tShe tiTcU^e, icahzTi leoMSS oj^ o^plas-Kc
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Construct a Habitat- Teacher Checklist
 
Cdnstruct a Habitat-Teacher Checklist
 
Student Name Organism Is)(
 
The habitat constructed meets the following needs for this
 
organism.
 
Basic Needs Yes No
 
*
 
Food
 
Water .
 
Shelter
 
Light
 
Air
 
Space
 
Teacher comments/observations:
 
^ ^ rru c|o/i ^
 
Oh. CM.'c/. Corchai/f^

loclo ^^ysv-MujcI
 
S=rrfciL ^VnCJIiJL."1K^AjC. \UCoO ct-K. 05|3G.nnsr.q

csi: -Hx.. -Vop . cdUo pucf
 
Swxfi viasflrxj CJ\u.Y-i\Jb ^HuixiL V
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Science Notebook Page- Inviting a Minibeastfor an Extended Classroom
 
Visit
 
1 Y\— Fedu:. -?-f3
 Ncmbre:
 
Pogina delCuademodeQeneid
 
Invttoeldnalas BestenwiosparaunaVtsRa
 
pTOtongada alSoi6ndeOases
 
TerariodeBiBteTUftas
 
alsal6ndedases.
Jmittznos.rn roLfo\
 
EsteISun dibujodelmicroMbititqueconstruimosparanueslmbestcudaa:
 
Ea«tcmkrq hibitat,labestezuela deberisatis&celassiguientes necesidades Chazun drculo
 
r detbdaslas neoesidadcssadsiediBS):
 
ABmcntoO AirtC?
 
AlbargoO EspadoO
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 Post Interview
 
Post Interview
 
»hm. 	 iht. )'2.jNhf
 
1. What are the six basic needs of all living things?(iQu6 son las seis
 
necesidades basicas de todos los seres vivos?)
 
)€spaci2>^ luZ; a\re, ber^d, comldio^
 
^	2. What was the organism you invited to the classroom?hliCLllYY)iop
 
^Cual fue el organismo que invitaste a! salon?
 
3. 	What did it need in its microhabitat In order to live?
 
Que necesito en su microhabitat para vivir?
 
^ -terra ,Com'uia, oHos p«.r«. respirar
 
dL
 
P U -fierm k da. aXhe^QO.
 
4. Was the microhabitat you built a complete or incomplete habitat? Why?
 
2^ue un habitat complete o incompieto el microhabitat que construiste?
i 
^''or InCDR^UtP por^2)t;^ no ooju^
 
^ ie +u\;e. cguc po7v-tr . b­
ff\aes>+ra nu oUd la. Me^ra.
 
5.Ten about something important you learned about organisms and their
 
needs? ^ Qu6 fue aigo importante que aprendiste acerca de organismos y
 
sus necesidades? 	 dO-IT CDHWdU
 
^ cU porJi^ Ic
 
efC- b- p"^i^e.
 
too
 
Learning Log
 
What Is an organism? What does it need to live?
 
jl -SJ?--7^ i
 
t
 
L^-. gUfe £e Knu y \y:\/^^
 
mo V x>^ri-'9N^r^^v^n^ ( yy^oi ^y^rfn ;nr?
 
-QA.4arc>^\e•fif>Y^4^"/fc^ .
 
tfL5 u Y\(n^Qr.^:^yyn^
 
-n^ Sg mL/i<g^V^, Y>V r>r^>r),g rN;
 
n^\Aa. lAv\c.7^rjnir^;^ ol>=> j^
 
vno ver,v Cr? Ty g^^i \o.Cr> yvin /l/lrc/()^ Ar.A^
 
■^.S ^/tY^ r^v^g-a.\A/rwo«q Alrc^/gjvn. e < <lj vn j 
-Oro^nf c n^., ^ ^  r c: o ^ 
n;r />, J 
no 
/ - ~ ~^~~ ' " ^ \/jMiX*—mue T\ec<^c^ :lcKV) \XY\ r^rao,f\'L^'Y)nc? parn ■
 
-Urmfirna <;:4^ p r.
 
MAZ) yrn £oi./gr^YyiT^n r/jf^ Ar?Td?- p^c;px;)^

JQ^\/.rKn>-'=^)pr><,;r) pa rn \fr>\niv^:^'^f;^ 
P^ A/e3 .gOs^. 
1G1 
  
 
Learning Log
 
Concept Web; My Needs
 
\ 1 J
 
VAVy A\ M^ -• -' ■ '* 
\ ^ 1
 
/ 3
 
<--liSc(© cA-C^S
 
Cs
 
r ^o(rs3
 St;
 
^3­
oS
 
o-

CO
 
2^
 
D \
 
O
 
5:^

-s>
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